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As a result of the industrialization of Hong
Kong industrial accidents are inevitably increasing.
Industrial accidents may bring about both personal injury
and illness to the workers and therefore compensation for
them must be provided.
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is an intangible
product to meet the demand of Workmen's Compensation Ordinance
(chapter 282, Law of Hong Kong). However, because insurance
involves legal matters, its underlying principle and operat-
ing practices are not easily apprehended by most workers
and emolovers.
The purposes of this thesis are to provide general
knowledge and understanding of the insurance industry, ill-
ustrate the present Workmen's-Compensation Systems and its
practice and finally to explore the attitude of the buyers
and non-buyers towards Workmen's Compensation Insurance.
From the results of the questionnaire, buyers are more loss-
coverage concerned and legally conscious than non-buyers.
The most important factors in influencing the buying decision
are ease of obtaining claim, reputation of the insurance
company and company services rendered.
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Therefore, if the insurance company wants to
get greater market share, it must provide better services
to its customers. However, in order to protect the work-
man completely and thoroughly, an employment injury
insurance scheme must be adopted.
3
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1I. 0* INTRODUCTION
I. 1. JUSTIFICATION OF THE TOPIC
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is the product
of Workmen's Compensation Ordinance (chapter 282, Law
of Hong Kong) as well as the result of the industrial-
ization of Hong Kong.
Prior to the Second World War, Hong Kong was
primarily an entrepot connecting Southern China with
the remainder of the world. During the Japanese occupa-
tion of Hong Kong from December 1941 through August 191+5,
its economy came to a standstill. Shortly after the
Second World War, the development of industry was growing
steadily and rapidly because of the acute shortage of
consumer goods throughout war scarred South East Asia.
The manufacturing sector became important and finally
transformed Hong Kong from an entrepot into a manufacturing
area. Recently, Hong Kong has placed herself among the 25
leading trading countries in the world.
As a result of the industrialization, more and more
people entered the industrial labor force and in 1973 it
accounted for 626,392 persons.1 Therefore industrial
1According to Hong Kong Annual Reports 1973, Hong Kong
Government (Hong Kong: Government Printer) P. 54
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accidents are inevitably increasing. Industrial accidents
may cause both personal injury and illness, and thus cause
a reduction in or elimination of the worker's income or
his earning ability. Since the injured worker was working
for the purposes of his employer, it is the obligation of
the employer to compensate the loss incurred to that worker.
Under this principle, the Workmen's Compensation
Ordinance was enacted in 1953 and imposed absolute liability
on the employer for compensation for injuries suffered by
covered employees. The employer can feel free to choose
either self-insurance or purchasing Workmen's Compensation
Insurance to guarantee his compensation payable. However,
purchasing Workmen's Compensation Insurance is an easy-to-
handle procedure, and the premium paid is tax deductible.
It is the dominant practice in guaranteeing the compensation
payable in Hong Kong.
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is an intangible
product to meet the demand of Workmen's Compensation
Ordinance, However, its underlying principle and operating
practices are not easily apprehended by most workers and
employers. Moreover, because insurance involves legal
matters, many people think that it is complicated and
troublesome. This thesis is intended to provide a general
3
knowledge and understanding of the insurance industry,
illustrate the present Workmen's Compensation System
and its practice, and to determine the attitude of the
insured (employer) towards workmen's Compensation In-
surance so that improvement can be brought about.
I. 2. WORK 4EN' S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is one of the
types of accident insurance regulated by the Accident
Insurance Association of Hong Kong, Like other insurance,
the insured paid the premium as consideration and the
insurance company, in return, promises to indemnify the
insured or pay an agreed amount in the event of the
specified loss, Workmen's Compensation Insurance provides
indemnity to employers against legal liability under the
Workmen's Compensation Ordinance, Fatal Accident ordinance
and at common law,
The operation of Workmen's Compensation Insurance is
governed by the Hong Kong Workmen's Compensation Insurance
Tariff which constitutes the official regulations of the
Accident Insurance Association of Hong Kong. The coverage,
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premium rate, use of policy, proposal form, wages adjust-
ment statement and endorsements are set forth in the
Tariffs, However, Workmen's Compensation Insurance pro-
vides indemnity not only to employees within the scope of
the Workmen's Compensation ordinance but also to those not
within the scope of the ordinance and to those employees
for whom the employer wishes to secure indemnity against
his liability under the Fatal Accidents ordinance and at
common law,
I. 3. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
This thesis serves as an preliminary study concern-
ing Workmen's Compensation Insurance. However g the study,
which is composed of six chapters devotes its greatest
efforts to the following areas:-
(1) Studying the Legal Setting for Workmen' s
Compensation Insurance:
By studying the law of contract,
negligence law and the workmen's Compen-
sation Ordinance, a comprehensive picture
of the legal principles which are in force
behind the practice of workmen's Compensat-
ion Insurance can be traced out.
5(2) To Review the Practice of Workmen's
Compensation Insurance:
In this area, the operation of
Workmen's Compensation Insurance con-
cerning its distribution channels and
transactions methods will be discussed.
In addition, a review will be made of
the Workmen's Compensation Insurance
market and the administration of Work-
men's Compensation.
C3) To Conduct A Survey in Order to Deter-
mine The General Attitudes Towards
Insurance Industry and Workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance:
This survey will also seek to de-
termine what are the most important
factors in influencing the purchaser's
buying decision,
According to the findings of these three areas,
recommendation can be made to improve the Workmen's Compen-
sation System and the practices of Workmen's Compensation
Insurance.
6I. 4. PLAN OF THE THESIS
This thesis is composed of six chapters, they are:
(I) Introduction
(II) Methodology
(III) Legal Setting for Workmen's Compensation
Insurance
(IV) General Review on workmen's Compensation
Insurance in Hong Kong
(V) Analysis of Findings
(VI) Conclusions and Recommendations
Chapter I is an introduction of the study, justi-
fication of the topic and outlines the purpose of the
study and presents the structure of the thesis,
Chapter II is the methodology section which describes
the design and structure of the questionnaire, method of
data collection and method of analysis.
Chapter III traces out the underlying legal princi-
ples of workmen's Compensation Insurance, the Law of Contract,
Negligence Law and Workmen's Compensation Law are discussed
briefly. Finally, an analysis of the workmen's Compensation
ordinance is carried out in detail.
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Chapter IV is a general review of Workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance in Hong Kong in respect to its market
situation and distribution channels, the administration
and methods of financing of Workmen's Compensation and an
analysis of the Workmen's Compensation Insurance policy.
Chapter V presents the results and analysis which
are based on the research findings. The first part of the
chapter will present the results of personal interviews
while the second part will present a summary of findings
which were obtained through the mail questionnaire.
Chapter VI is the conclusion of the study and based
on this, recommendation are made on the Workmen's Compen-
sation System and the insurance industry.
8II. 0 . METHODOLOGY
Workmen's Compensation Insurance, like all other
types of insurance, is an intangible product, When an
employer purchases such a product, he-: is buying security
and an assurance that his employees would be compensated
should they be injured during the course of employment.
However, the coverage and service provided by the
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is not easily comprehended
by all employers, That is, not many employers are fully
aware of the function of insurance--- a social device for
reducing risk by combining a sufficient number of exposure
units to make their individual losses collectively predict-
able and that predictable loss is then shared proportion-
ately by all those in the combination(17),. This implies
that uncertainty is reduced and losses are shared. Such
a management of risk and funds requires professional
knowledge and expertise and can only be carried out by the
professionals of the insurance industry: i.e. the insurance
agents and the executives of insurance companies, However,
it is the insured who contributes the premium to the pool
and thus he has the right to understand what these profess-
ionals are really doing. Therefore, the legal setting and
9the practice of Workmen's Compensation insurance are
to be discussed in detail in order to give the clearer
concept of this product.
In spite of the fact that Workmen's Compensation
Insurance is governed by the Accident Insurance Association
Tariff, the competition among each individual company is
very-keen. Competition in the insurance market in Hong Kong
is based on the following:
(1) coverage of the policy




(5) commission rates to agents and to insured.
As a result of differences in the above, a precise
comparison of the value of the product offered by different
insurers is impossible, However, it is hoped that by con-
ducting the survey among those insured and non-insureds, the
attitude towards workmen's Compensation Insurance and the
importance of the relevant factors which would influence the
purchasing decision. can be found, Thus, the questionnaire
is designed to serve these purposes.
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II. 1. DESIGN AND STRUCTURE OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
The research method adopted in this thesis is that
of the structured, mail questionnaire. This -method has
the advantage of the questions being formulated in advance,
thus all of the required information can be requested in
an orderly and systematic manner. Furthermore, it is possible
to work out carefully the exact wording of the questions so
as to reduce the possibility of misunderstandings and in-
fluencing the answer by the phrase used. (9)
Before the questionnaire (Appendix I) was its final
form, pre-tests were made to discover problems with the
wording and ordering of questions. Results and observations
of the pre-test were analysed and incorporated into the final
questionnaire. On the whole, the purpose questionnaire is
C 1) to find the extent of knowledge of employers
of the insurance industry, particularly
Workmen's Compensation Insurance.
(2) to find the employers' opinion of the
quality of services provided by the
insurance insurance industry of Hong
Kong,
C3) to find the employers' method of com-
pensation system for their employees
whether it is by buying Workmen's
11
Compensation Insurance, by self-
insurance, or by setting up of a
saving scheme.
(4) to find the reasons why employers
would or would not like to buy
Workmen's Compensation Insurance.
(5) to find the factors which lead an
employer to buy Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance from a particular
insurance company.
(6) to examine the questionnaire respon-
dent's characteristics, such as age,
education level, sex, position in
company, size of company and annual
payroll, type of the industry and
finally classifying them as buyers or
non--buyers of Workmen's Compensation
Insurance.
An interval scales system is used in the questionnaire
due to the following reasons:
(1) Direct questioning of respondent on
their own attitudes would not be effective,
12
as many are not aware of their own
attitudes towards Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance or they cannot
articulate a statement of the attitude
that is not a compound of many con-
flicting feelings.
(2) Observation is not an efficient method
of studying attitudes, as it is difficult
to observe enough aspects of an individ.
ual's behavior to get a good sampling, and
behavior often disguises true feeling, (1)
11. 2. METHOD OF COLLECTING DATA
In order to analyse fully the important features of
Workmen's Compensation Insurance and to recommend a useful
marketing programme to the insurance companies, both pri-
mary and secondary data are being used. In the following
paragraphs, the methods of collecting primary data and
secondary data will be discussed in detail respectively.
II.2.1. COLLECTION OF PRIMARY DATA
Primary data were collected by mail
questionnaire, Addresses of the respondents
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were randomly selected from the registration records
in the Department of Commerce and Industry, which
keeps the most up-to-date and comprehensive list of
company names in Hong Kong. In selecting the com-
panies in the sample, the author was slightly inclined
to choose more employers from the textile, garment,
plastic, machinery, metal work and electronic industries
because these industries are the most important in
Hong Kong in terms of employment and export volume.
Total of 200 copies of questionnaire were sent
out and 49 were returned, After careful checking and
scrutinizing of the returned questionnaires, 38 copies
are found to be useful. Although the response rate
is rather disappointing, it is hoped that the informat-
ion obtained from the returned questionnaires can be
useful in analysing the real situation.
11.2.2. COLLECTION OF SECONDARY DATA
Besides obtaining primary data by sending out
questionnaires, the author collected secondary data
with respect to various aspects of Workmen's Compensation
Insurance in Hong Kong. The Government Information
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Services, Labour Department, Department of Re-
gistrar and the Accident Insurance Association
of Hong Kong are the main sources of the secondary
data.
Moreover, personal interviews has also been
conducted among those people who are more or less
connected with Workmen's Compensation Insurance. A
non-structured depth interview had been used to
obtain the relevant information. This method enjoys
the following advantages:
(1) It secures more information from
the respondent because he is not
limited by a set list of questions,
(2) Ideas which would not normally be
expressed are eventually brought
out.
(3) The significance of individual
points, their relationships and
the background in which each is
set are obtained.
(4) The interviewer is free to adjust
each interview. to the situation and
to personality of the respondent.
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The persons were interviewed are a sole
proprietor of a medium-sized plastic toys factory,
the manager of the Casualty Department of an insurance
company who is handling Workmen's Compensation In-
surance, the personnel manager of a large international
manufacturing factory and a worker in garment industry.
By conducting these interviews, a comprehensive
view of Workmen's Compensation Insurance from different
aspects has been obtained. The results of these inter-
views will be fully discussed in Chapter V: Analysis
of Findings,
II.3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS
Multiple cross tabulation are used to analyse the
characteristics of the buyers and non-buyers concerning each
variable in the questionnaire. By using this method, the
distributions of answers provided by the respondents can be
observed so that any correlation between the employers'
characteristics and their attitudes towards Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance can be made evident and analysed.
The analysis can be divided into the following steps:
(1) ordering the data into meaningful categories s
(2) summerizing the data contained in the
categories
16
(3) determining whether significant
differences exist between categories;
(4) explaining why differences exist;
(5) making recommendations.
17
III. 0. LEGAL SETTING FOR WORKMEN'S
COMPENSATION INSURANCE
III. 1. INTRODUCTION
The operation of Workmen's Compensation Insurance
is governed by three sets of laws, they are:
1) the Law of Contract- Insurance Contract
(2) the Law of Negligence- Employers' Liability
(3) the Workmen's Compensation Law
The transfer of risk from the insured to the in-
surance company is accomplished through a contractual
arrangement under which the insurance company, in conside-
ration of the premium paid by the insured and his promise
to abide by the provisions of the contract, promises to
indemnify the insured or pay an agreed amount in the event
of the specified loss, The instrument through which this
transfer of risk is accomplished is the insurance contract
which is enforcable by law of contract. Because of the
many unique characteristics of insurance transactions, the
general law of contract has had to be modified to fit the
needs of insurance. The following section presents the
essentials of a contract as well as the distinctive charac-
18
teristics of an insurance contract.
Employer's liability towards industrial injuries
and industrial diseases can be viewed as the foundation
of the passage of Workmen's Compensation Law. The law
states that industrial iniuries and diseases are the result
of the negligent acts of the employer. Thus, in order to
have a clear picture on employer's liability, law of negli-
gence should first be examined.
Because of the variety industrial accidents which
cause injuries and diseases, the common law of employer's
liability was found inadequate to handle the huge number
of suits. Moreover, experts representing all interests
agreed that a system based on employer's liability was
basically inadequate and that any sound solution of the
problem of industrial accidents must provide for its
abolition. Consequently, the Workmen's Compensation Law
was introduced to provide for benefits for covered indus-
trial injuries or disease incurred by a covered employee
without regard to the fault of the employer.
III. 2. LAW OF CONTRACT- INSURANCE CONTRACT
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III.2.1. ESSENTIALS OF AN INSURANCE CONTRACT
Insurance is predominantly derived from
the general law of contracts* Insurance policies
like all other contracts must contain certain
elements in order to be binding legally.
A contract which is legally binding must
have the following features:
1. Offer and Acceptance
The contract must express an agreement
offered by one party (insurer or insured)
and accepted by the other. This means that
there must be an offer and acceptance. The
time when the offer is legally accepted is
important because it often marks the effect-
ive date of the contract. (4)
2. Competent parties
The parties must have caRacity to
contract in the eyes of law. The following
persons are legally not capable to contract-
ing:-
a) a minor- A minor or infant
means any person who has not
reached the age 21.
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b) An insane persone - The person
who has been legally declared
insane has no contractual capa-
city.
c) An intoxicated person- Constant
drunkenness is treated as insanity
and thus he is not capable of
contractuability.
d) An enemy alien- In common law,
it is illegal to make contract
with an enemy alien according to
various rules, (22)
3. Consideration
The contract must be supported by a valuable
consideration. The consideration of the insurer
is the promises that make up the insurance contract
while the insured is usually the present actual
payment of the premium or it could be the promise
to pay the premium.
4. Legal Object
The Contract must not be illegal nor made in
furthrance of illegality, immorality, or with intend
to corrupt public life. Such contracts are pro-




Insurance contracts may be oral, informal
memoranda or formal policy contracts, In the
field of property and liability insurance, the
temporary oral contract is frequently used. In
the life and health field, the written contract
is almost always the universal rule.(4)
111.2.2. DISTINCTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
INSURANCE CONTRACT
It is not necessary for every insurance
contract to embody all the distinctive characteristics,
however, certain characteristic are peculiar to in-
surance contracts or are found in few contracts other
than insurance. The most distinctive features of an
insurance contract are contract of utmost good faith
and contract of indemnity.
1. Contract of Utmost Good Faith uberrimae fides (6)
The insurance contract is viewed as a contract
of utmost good faith and requires that both parties
exercise a higher degree of good faith in all matters
relating to the policy. The earliest insurance
contracts dealing with marine risk, were frequently
negotiated in one place while the object of the
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insurance might be at a distant port. Hence, the
insurer had to rely on the facts divulged by the
insured. Any information about the risk which
is known to one party should be known to the other.
If the insured intentionally fails to inform the
insurer any facts which influence the is sue of the
policy or the rate at which it would be issued, the
insurer may have grounds for avoiding coverage.
Therefore, the insurance contract is viewed as con-
tract of utmost good faith through the exercising of
the doctrines of misrepresentation, warrenty and
concealment. (22)
A. Doctrine of Misrepresentation-
A representation is an oral or written
statement made by the applicant prior to, or.
at the time of the formation of the contract.
It constitutes an inducement for the insurer
to enter the contract.
Normally, the respresentations are the
answers to certain questions that are given
by the applicant concerning the subject matter
of the insurance but it is not part of contract
itself. If the statement is given fraudulently,
a misrepresentation exists that may provide
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grounds for the insurer's avoidance of the contract.
Moreover, an innocent misrepresentation of a material
fact will also be grounds for avoidance.
B. Doctrine of Warrenty-
A warrenty is a statement or promise set forth
in the policy and becomes part of the contract. Non-
compliance with a warrenty or a falsely warrented
statement will furnish grounds for the insurance
company to void the contract. A warrenty is presumed
to be material, therefore, the materiality of a
warrenty is never questioned if the contract is binded.
Warrenties are classed as either promissory or affirmat-
ive, A promissory warrenty states that something is
true at the present time and will continue to be true
in the future while the affirmative warrenty states
only that something is true at the present time and
makes no statement about the future. However, a breach
of warrenty will make void an insurance contract be-
cause the doctrine of warrenty should be strictly ob-
served in the contract.
C. Doctrine of Concealment-
Concealment is the failure to disclose the known
facts from insured to insurance company. The appli-
cant has the obligation of voluntary disclosing
24
material facts concerning the subject matter of
the insurance. If he discloses an untruth, he
may be guilty of misrepresentation. If he fails
to disclose where he should have disclosed, he
may be guilty of concealment. A wilful concealment
of a material fact will give grounds for voiding
the policy whether the non-disclosure is innocent
or fraudulent.
D. Waiver and Estopped
Directly related to the doctrine of concealment
and misrepresentation are the doctrines of waiver and
estoppel. These also relate to the law of agency and
to the power of the agent 0
Waiver is defined as the international relin-
quishing of a know right. If the agent issues a
contract, knowing that the conditions are being
violated, he is deemed to have waived the violation.
Because the agent is presumed to have full knowledge
of the insured as well as the insurance contract.
Estoppel prevents a person from alleging or
denying a fact the contrary of which by his own pre-
vious action he has admitted. The waiving of a
violation of a.contract by the agent estopps the
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company from denying liability on the basis of
this violation at some time in the future.
Both the waiver and estoppel can be treated
as a violation of contract, and thus, the insurance
company has the right to breach the contract. This
enforces the power of the agent and the company.
2. Contract of Indemnity
Insurance in its essence is a contract of indemnity,
or replacement. This means that the insured is entitled
to payment from the insurance company only if he has
suffered a loss and only to the extent of the financial
loss sustained. In other words the principle of indemnity
maintains that an individual should not be permitted to
profit from the existence of an insurance contract, but
should be placed in the same financial condition that
which existed prior to the occurance of the loss. There-
fore, the total policy amount is not the amount payable
in the event of a loss but rather represents a maximum
limit to the liability of the insurer. However, the prin-
ciple of indemnity cannot apply to the valued policy
such as life insurance because the insurance company has
to pay the total policy amount for a total loss, The
principle of indemnity is enforced through legal doctrines
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and policy provisions which are designed to limit
the amount the insured can collect to the amount
of his loss. The four most important features are
the doctrine of insurable interest, the concept
of actual cash value, other insurance and subro-
gation provisions of insurance contracts. (10)
A Insurable Interest-
An insurable interest is a right or
relationship in regard to the subject matter
of the insurance contract such that the in-
sured can suffer financial loss from damage,
loss or destruction to it.
An insurance contract is legally binding
only if the insured has an interest in the
subject matter of the insurance and this in-
terest is in fact insurable. A mere expect-
ancy of loss without a legal basis is not an
insurable interest and thus the gambling
contract is not enforceable by law.
Insurable interest in property and lia-
bility insurance is established by means of a
pecuniary relationship between the insured and
the subject matter of the insurance. The most
obvious of these relationships is ownership.
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However, if one has an interest in property
for which title is held by another, then the
interest may establish an insurable interest.
A typical example will be the property used
as collateral for a debt. Thus, a mortgagee
has an insurable interest in the property
mortgaged and a lien holder has an insurable
interest in the property on which he holds
the lien.
An important aspect of the application
of the doctrine to property and liability in-
surance involves the time at which the insur-
able interest must exist. The insurance
contract will be valid only if the insurable
interest exists at the time of the loss, re-
gardless of whether it did or did not exist
at the inception date of contract.
B. Actual Cash Value
The second doctrine that is used to
enforce the principle of indemnity is the con-
cept of actual cash value. No matter how
much insurance an individual purchases, the
amount he may recover is limited to the amount
of his actual loss O Generally speaking, if
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persons were permitted to collect the face
amount of their insurance contracts, regard-
less of the extent of the financial loss
involved, this would make the operation of
the insurance principle impossible, Over
insurance would be common, and this would lead
to wilful destruction of property. As a result,
it would upset any possibility of predicting
losses with any reasonable degree of accuracy.
Both results would be socially and economically
undesirable,
In property insurance contracts, the measure
of loss is actual cash value. It means that
amount of money necessary to replace the damaged
or destroyed property with new materials at pre-
sent day prices, less depreciation. While in
liability insurance, it would be the amount of
damages the insured is obligated to pay a third
party in cases in which the proximate cause of the
injuries of the third party has been the negligence
of the insured.
The payments benefit directly the injured
party, not the insured. But regardless of the
method used in measuring the loss, the principle of
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indemnity is applicable. The insurance
company will pay only if a loss has occurred
and only to the extent of the financial loss
of the insured, not exceeding the limits of
coverage purchased.
C. Other Insurance
Many insurance contracts contain some
clause relating to the existence of other insur-
ance in order to prevent the insured from taking
out duplicating policies with different insurance
company in the expectation of recovering more than
his actual loss. Typically, such clauses provider
that all policies covering the same risk will share
pro ratan in the loss. For instance, if Mr. Wong
bought three contracts from different insurance
company, each covering loss by windstorm in the
amount of $2,000, $3,000 and $5,000, If a windstorm
loss of $2,500 occurs, the three companies will be
liable for$ 500, $750, and $1,250 respectively,
The pro rata clause is effectively
preventing insured from profiting the existence
of his insurance contract.
D. Subrogation-
The principle of subrogation grows out of
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the principle of indemnity. Under the prin-
ciple of subrogation, it is the equity of the
insurer, on paying the insured the amount of
loss, has a right of action against the per-
son responsible for the loss. If the insured
is indemnified by the insurance company, it
would be profitable for him to try to collect
from the parties responsible for the loss
again. Thus, subrogation helps to prevent
the insured from collecting more than his
actual cash loss on one hand and holds the
wrong doer responsible for the results of his
wrongful actions on the other. Negligence
should not escape penalty because of insurance
mechanism.
3. Aleatory Contract
Briefly, the term aleatory means that the outcome
is affected by chance and that the number of dollars
given up by the parties involved will be unequal. The
insured pays the required premium, and if no loss occur,
the insurance company pays nothing. If a loss occur, the
insured' s premium is small in relation to the amount the
insurer will be required to pay.
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4. Conditional Contract
The obligation to perform on the part of
one of the parties to an agreement may be con-
ditional on the action of the second party. Where
a contractual obligation is subjected to a con-
dition, the condition may be either precedent,
concurrent or subsequent. In the case of con-
dition precedent, there is a requirement that
something must be done or must have happened before
the other party to the contract is obligated to
perform. In the case of a condition concurrent,
the rights of the party subject to the condition
are dependent upon his doing or being prepared to
do something simultaneously with the second party
to the contract. In the case of a condition sub-
sequent, the rights of the party are determinable
upon a specific event.
5, Personal. Contract
The insurance contract is personal and follows
the person rather than the property concerned. Actu-
ally, it is the owner who is insured. The contract
is not attached to the property and does not pass
with it to a new owner. Most insurance contracts
except life insurance, represent a personal legal
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agreement between insurer and insured. Because
of this characteristic, insurance contracts are
not freely assignable by the policy holder to
other parties.
6. Unilateral Contract
An exchange of a promise for a promise is
bilateral while an exchange of an act for a promise
is unilateral. In general, the insurance contract
is an unilateral contract. It means that if the
insured pays the premium and the contract is in
effect, only the insurer is legally bound to carry
out his promised performance.
7. Executory Contract
In essence, the insurance contract is execut-
ory contract because the insurer, in exchange for
the premium, make a promise to pay the insured if he
suffers loss. As long as one of the parties to the
contract has a promise outstanding, the contract
becomes executory.
8. Contract of Adhesion
The insurance contract, is ordinarily prepared
in detail by lawyers and the representatives of the
insurance company. The contract is not drawn up through
negotiation, thus, it is offered on a take it or leave
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it basis. The insurer may only adhere to the
contract or reject it.
However, there are still limited alter-
ations of coverage that can be made by the in-
surer through the use of standard endorsements
or riders, but he must select his coverage from
the standard policies and other forms provided
by the insurance company.
Because the contract is drafted by the
insurance company, it can be constructed in favor
of the insurance company. Therefore, when there
is any ambiguity in the contract, the court will
construe the contract in favor of the insured
rather than the insurance company.
9. Law of Agency
Insurance business is carried on principally
through agents. There are three parties involved
in agency, the principal, the agent and a third
party. When a principal (the insurance company)
authorizes a second party (the insurance agent) to
make contractual relations between himself and a
third party (the insured), an agency relationship
has been created. The relation between the insurance
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company and its agents is created and terminated
in compliance with the law of agency.
An agent is a person given power to act
for his principal. An insurance agent is a person
who is authorized by an insurance company to
solicit, create, modify or terminate contracts of
insurance between the company and the public.
In such a way, the insurance company becomes
a principal and is liable in respect of all acts
done by his authorized agent on his behalf.
A broker is the legal agent of the insured
and is employed by the individual seeking coverage
to arrange insurance for him on the best possible
terms, The broker has contacts with many insurers,
but does not have an agency agreement with them.
Thus, he is free to deal with any insurer that will
accept the business he offers. However, he cannot
bind any. insurer orally or in writing to a risk
because he has no legal agreement with the insurer
unless the insurer promises to take the risk.
There are two major classes of agents:-
general and special. A general agent is a person
authorized to conduct all of his principal's business
of a given kind in a particular place. Legally speak-
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ing, in this capacity, he is the company itself.
Therefore, he can add or detract from a printed
form, waive the terms of contracts, accept or
reject risk, charge rates and do almost every-
thing the company itself could do. The chief
underwriter is the typical example.
As for the special agent, he is a person
who has authority to perform only a specific act
or function and has no general powers. If any-
thing occurs that is outside the scope of his
authority, he must bbtain special power to handle
it.
The basic source of authority for all
insurance agents comes from stockholders or policy-
holders and is formulated by the charter, bylaws
and custom. To specify, there are three distinct
sources of authority for the agent: from the agency
agreement, by ratification, and by estoppel.
A. Agency Aereement
The most common source of authority is the
agency agreement by ways of a written contract.
Agents generally obtain their authority to write
insurance directly from the principal by an
instrument known as an agency agreement. This
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agreement sets forth the specific duties,
rights and obligations of both parties.
However, the agreement is oftentimes inad-
equate as a complete instrument and the
agent may do something which his principal
did not intend him to do. This situation
gives rise to other methods which an agent
is said to receive authority from the prin-
cipal. The other methods: agency by rati-
fication and agency by estoppel are implied
powers which are enforceable by law,
B. Agency by Ratification
Ratification may be either expressed or
implied from any act, expression, or conduct
which is definitely indicating the intent of
the principal to adopt the transaction. If
the contract entered into between one presumed
to be an agent and a third party, and the agent
is without recognized authority from the prin-
cipal, it cannot bind the supposed principal.
However, if the principal later ratifies the
act of the unauthorized agent, the contract
becomes effective and thus binding on the prin-
cipal from the inception of the original agree-
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went. This is the so-called Agency by
Ratification.
C. Agency by Estoppel
A principal may be estopped by his conduct
from denying the existance of the agency. If the
principal permits a person holding himself out to
be an agent to act in such a way that third parties
may reasonably believe that an agency relationship
exists. And, if a third party relies on the attitude
of the principal then the principal will be estopped
from denying the existance of an agency. The agency
thus created is said to be an agency by estopped.
In summary, a person can obtain the authority
of an agent either expressively or by implication.
Whenever, a person has actual authority or apparent
authority includes customary powers and all the
powers necessary to carry out his job. However,
secret limitations on his authority that are not
customary will not be effective as to innocent third
parties. The law has extended an agent's authority
beyond his actual authority beca.A-se of the agency
by ratification and estopped.(5)
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III, 3. THE LAW OF NEGLIGENCE - EMPLOYERS' LIABILITY
111.3.1. EMPLOYERS' COMMON LAW OBLIGATION
At common law, an employer is liable
to employees for damages due to injury when
the negligence of the employer is the cause of
the injury. However, there must be evidence
to prove that there was negligence on the part
of employer, and this negligence was the cause
of the injury, then the employee is entitled
to be indemnified.
Liability for damages of an employer to
his employee is governed by the law of employers'
liability, a special branch of the law of negli-
gence. applying to the relationship of employer
and employee. At common law, the employer owes
certain obligations of protection to his em-
ployees. If he neglects to use due care in the
performance of these obligations, he is liable
for the injurious consen,,ences of his neglect.
They are:
1. A place of work reasonably safe
for the purpose intended.
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2. Machinery, tools, materials and
appliance must be reasonably safe
in relation to the work to be done.
3. Fellow workers must be reasonably
fit, competent and sober.
4. Adequate rules enforced for the
safe conduct of the activities.
5. Reasonably suitable and sufficient
warning of dangers of which the
employer is aware must be given. (21)
Before the industrial revolution, the employer once
had done these five things, he was deemed to have complied
with the prudent man obligation. This made it quite
difficut for the employee to prove negligence on the part
of the employer. Moreover, even if the employee was able
to prove negligence on the part of his employer, there
were certain defenses which the employer could use to pre-
vent the injured employee from recovery. Therefore, it
is necessary to examine the law of negligence- its definit.
ion, functions and characteristics.
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111.1.2. BASIC LAW OF NEGLIGENCE
The law of negligence is extremely complex and
is changing constantly. In order to get a clearer picture
on the law, three thing should be borne in mind. They are:
To understand what conditions must be met
before an act is considered such that it
gives rise to actionable negligence on the
part of a plaintiff,
To appreciate what defenses are recognized
by the courts for the protection of defend-
ants. If the defendant can raise a suitable
defence which satisfies the law, he may be
absolved.
To appreciate how the interaction of
negligence and defenses operate in the
many different sets of relationships such
as the employee- employer relationship or
the landlord-tenant relationship. Differ-




A tort is a legal injury or wrong to another
that arises out of actions other than breach of contract
in which courts will provide a remedy by allowing re-
covery in an action for damages. A legal injury occurs
when a person's rights are wrongfully invaded and the
person who commits a tort is a tort feasor. (10)
Commission of a tort may give the person whose
rights were violated a right of action for damages
against the tort feasor. Such an action is called a
civil action. Torts may be subdivided into those that
are intentional or those that are unintentional. In-
tentional torts include such infringements on the rights
of others as assault and battery, libel, slander, false
arrest or imprisonment, trespass, or invasion of privacy.
Persons who suffer injury or financial loss as a result
of these intentional torts have the right to sue for
damages. Unintentional torts are those that result from
negligence or carelessness, and in these cases the in-
jured party may also be entitled to damages in a civil
action.
Liability insurance is primarily concerned with un-
intentional torts or losses arising from negligence. Employer
liability is one the many coverages.
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2. The Negligent Act
Negligence can be defined as the omission to
do something which a reasonable man guided by those
considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct
of human affairs, would do, or doing something which
a resonable and prudent man would not do(22).
In summary, negligence is the failure to exer-
cise the degree of care required by law. What is
required by law is understood to be the conduct expected
of a reasonably prudent individual in the same circums-
tanc e s.
The following may be treated as the characteristics
of a negligent act:-
a. A negative Act
A negligent act is essentially a
negative one. It is characterized by
the failure to do something as much as
it is by the positive doing of something.
It arises from a breach of legal duty to
another. Its essence lies in its negative
nature- a failure to do or not to do
whether it is either the committing of a
careless act or the omitting to do a care-
ful act,
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b. A Voluntary Act
A negligent act is one which is done
voluntarily. If an act is done involun-
tarily, the interpretation may be that the
act was excusable. In this case, the plain-
tiff could not collect damages because an
involuntary reaction is not one which gives
rise to legal negligence.
c. An Imputed Act
A negligent act may be imputed from an-
other person. Thus, one is liable not only
for his own acts, but also for the negligent
acts of servants or agents legally represent-
ing him. Based on the rule of respondent
superior, a person is liable not only for his
own acts but also for those of servants or
agents acting within the scope of his authority.
Employers may be sued because of negligent acts
of employees.
Negligence may be imputed because of a
contract with another to assume the liability
that would normally be ascribed to the other
person.
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d. Proximate Cause of the Loss
A negligent act, must be proved as the
proximate cause of the loss so that damages
can be indemnified. There must be an unbroken
chain of events leading from the negligent act
to the damage sustained. That is, the damage
or injury must be the consequence of the negli-
gent act.
The courts may require proof that the acci-
dent was the sole, or at least the chief cause
of the damage or injury without which the loss
would not have incurred, The negligent person
is usually held to be responsible not only for
the direc consequence of his action, but for the
consequences which follow naturally and directly
from the negligent conduct.
Most people have a responsibility to behave in the same
manner as would a reasonable and prudent individual. Fail-
ure to.behave in this manner constitutes negligence, and
if this negligence leads to an injury to another or to the
damage of property belonging to another, the negligent party
may be held liable for the damage. The basic concept of our
law holds that unless a party is at fault- unless he has
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unreasonably and unlawfully invaded the rights of another-
he is not liable. The action must be judged on the basis
of what a reasonable and prudent individual, confronted
with the same situation, might normally and properly have
done(10).
Since the standard is rather vague and since no hard-
and-fast rules can be used because of the variety of cir-
cumstances and conditions, in the final analysis the deter-
mination as to whether the duty has been breached will be
one for a court of law to decide. Because of this, the law
of. negligence in its essence is extremely complex and always
subject to change.
111.3.3. EMPLOYERS' COMMON LAW DEFENSES
Even if the employer is guilty of a negligent act,
certain defenses can be used to overcome the financial con-
sequences of such negligence. These defenses are the common
law defenses, namely, doctrine of contributory negligence,
the doctrine of assumption of risk, the fellow servant rule
and death of the right of claim. (14)
1. Doctrine of Contributory Negligence
At common law, if both parties are to blame in a
given accident, neither party may collect from the other
for damages arising out of negligence. One must come into
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court with clean hands,, If one is partially to
blame, it is said that he was guilty of contributory
negligence and may not collect against another. It
is because each person has a duty to exercise ordinary
care for his own safety. If he fails to exercise the
degree of care which the prudent man would ordinarily
exercise in the same circumstances, he may not collect
against others for his loss.
2. Doctrine of Assumption of Risk
This doctrine holds that the employer should not
be held liable for any damage to the injured employee
in as much as the injured worker willingly,,exposed him-
self to the risk of injury. When the employee accepted
the job, he should have known the risks of the occupation
and considered these in aiming at a fair rate of pay.
The fact that more dangerous work normally carries a high-
er wage rate serves to compensate the employee for the
higher risk. Futhermore, if a worker continues his em-
ployment while knowing, or when he might have been
expected to discover that the premises, tools, or fellow
employees are unsafe, he is deemed to have assumed the
risks connected with the unsafe conditions.
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3. Fellow Servant Rule
Under the fellow servant rule, the employer's
responsibility can be relieved when the cause of the
injury was the wilful wrong doing or negligence of a
fellow servant. In this case, employers are often
able to prevent successful negligence actions by employees
for occupational injuries by showing that the cause of the
was traceable to another worker. If this is the
accident
fact, the injured worker is expected to seek damages from
that fellow worker and not from the employer.
4. Death of the Right of Claim
If the above mentioned three common law defenses
not sufficient to defeat the worker's claim, there is
are
still another principle which works against the claim of
a worker. Under the common law doctrine, only the injured
worker had the right to bring action against his employer
for damages. If the worker died as a result of the
accident, the right of claim against the employer died
with him.
111.3.4. WEAKENING OF DEFENSES- MODIFICATIONS OF
THE DEFENSES
The harshness of the above doctrines alleged by tree
employer as his defenses against damage suits brough by
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employees caused their gradual modification. At first this
was by interpretation of the more lenient courts later by
incorporation of these modifications into statute law. More-
over, some of doctrines of common law are essentially con-
tradictory to those employers' liability defenses, Therefore,
due to the modifications of employer's liability defenses
and the operation of other contrary doctrines at common law,
the defensive power of employers became weakened.
1. The Vice-Principal Rule
At common law, the employer is liable
for injuries caused by a negligent act of
the employer, no matter who actually per-
forms the functions of providing a safe
place to work and tools and materials, In
the eyes of the law these are the acts of
the master himself. They are said to be
non-delegable powers and responsibilities.
If the vice-principal fails in performing
these functions, the master himself is
legally responsible. The fundamental res-
ponsibilities of the master cannot be evaded
by his transmission of authority to another
servant,
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2. The Superior Servant Rule
By the operation of this rule, the employer
was held responsible for the acts of a superior
servant (in terms of rank e.g. manager or foreman)
if at the time of the accident he had actual con-
trol over the workman injured. The rule, again,
weakens the defense power of fellow servant rul.
3. Doctrine of Con-Association
The doctrine stated that fellow servant are
not in common employment unless their duties bring
them into association in such a degree that they
can exercise influence over each other. This
weakens the defense of fellow servant rule.
4. Rule of Comparative Negligence
Under the operation of this rule, the court had
to determine the degree of the negligence of each
party, and if that of the injured party (the plain-
tiff) is slight and that of the other party (the
defendant) is gross in comparison, damages will be
awarded the plaintiff according to the degree of
negligence.
5. Rule of Last Clear Chance
Under this rule, a plaintiff who was contri-
butively negligent may still have a cause of action
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against the defendant if it can be shown that the
defendant had a last clear chance before the accident
to avoid the plaintiff, but failed to do so.
6. Res Ipsa Loquitur the thing speaks for itself (6)
The thing speaks for itself concerns cir-
cumstances and types of accidents that afford reason-
able evidence, in the absence of some specific explana-
tion, that negligence existed.
Under this rule, a plaintiff may sometimes
collect without actually proving negligence on the
part of defendant, This may apply to (1) the defendant
is in a position to know the cause of the accident and
the plaintiff is not, (2) the defendant has exclusive
control of the instrumentality which caused the accident
and (3) the use of the instrumentality will not normally
cause accidents or injuries without the existance of
negligence in its operation.
While the modification of the common law doctrines were
helpful to the workers, they did not solve the basic problems
inherent in a system of employer's liability based on the prin.
ciple of negligence. The basic inherent problems appeared as
follows:-
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1. It is wasteful
(a) The government expends a large amount in
fruitless litigation.
(b) Employers spend a large amount, as the
result of work accidents, only a small
part of which is actually paid in settle-
ment of accident claims,
(c) The injured employees spend nearly half
of what they get in settlements and
damages to pay the costs of fighting for
them.
2. It is slow recovery is long delayed, while the
need is immediate.
3. It fosters misunderstanding and bitterness between
employer and employees.
4. It encourages both parties to dishonest methods.
5. Net damages when finally recovered by an employee
often are not commensurate with his injury or his
need (18).
The defects of the employers' liability system of compen.
sating industrial accidents existed in its very nature. Many
experts representing all interests agreed that the system of
employers liability was basically inadequate and that any
sound solution of the problem of industrial injuries must
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provide for its abolition. The Workments Compensation
Laws were gradually established to serve highly industria-
lized societies in meeting problems of the increasing
number of industrial accidents.
III. 4. WORK-MEN'S COMPENSATION LAW
III.4.1. THE DEVELOPMENT OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
SYSTEM
The development of workmen's compensation
system is closely related to the development of
industrialization. England and Germany, being the
leader of the first and second Industrial Revolution,
had developed a compensation system a centry ago
which is still essential for today.
The origin of workmen's compensation system
can be traced back to Prussian Employer's Liability
Law of 1838. It provided simply that railway companies
should be liable both to railway workers and passengers
for injuries sustained through the operation of their
trains, The system held the companies responsible
for practically all accidents and continued to develope
into nowaday's philosophy of workmen's compensation.
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In 1854, the Act of Prussia held the employer
financially responsible for disabilities by requiring
employers to contribute one half of the total contributions
to worker's sickness insurance funds. With the consoli-
dation of the German States in 1870 came a new employer's
liability law to apply throughout the empire,,
Bismarck instituted a comprehensive system of com-
pulsory insurance against three major hazards of life
for workers, namely, sickness, accident and old age-
invalidity. The sickness insurance law, the accident
insurance law and the invalidity and old age insurance
law were passed in 1883, 1884, and 1889 respectively. The
first two provided the statutory basis of the German Work-
men' s Compensation System which remains essentially the
same today.
In England, between 1872 and 1879, eight employers'
liability bills were introduced in Parliament and finally
led to the passage of the famous Employers' Liability Act
in 1880. It was a negligence law, applied to railway
workers, laborers 5 husbandmen, journeymen, artificers,
handicraftmen, miners and other manual laborers, character-
ised by numerous limitations and restrictions. However,
because legal costs were high and because of difficulty in
proving negligence of employers, the results of this law
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was not satisfactory. It did not provide an effective
way to obtain compensation for injury or death from
industrial accidents. After a number of negligence
reform bills had failed to implement an effective com-
pensation system, the first British Workmen's Compensation
Law was passed in 1897.
As for United States of America, the first compen-
sation law was passed in Maryland in 1902 which applied
only to a few specified dangerous occupations auch as
mining, quarrying, transportation and municipal contruction
work. The law was seriously deficient due to the schedule
of benefits provided only $1,000 for death and nothing for
non-fatal injuries.
In 1908, another law was passed in Masschusetts or
f ering the employers and employees the opportunity of
agreeing on a contractual plan of compensation for industrial
accident instead of putting the suit to the courts. It was
failure again because both the employers and workers were
not interested in this law.
The first federal workmen's compensation act was
proposed by President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908 and by
that time the workers could secure indemnity from industrial
accidents by special act of Congress. The first state com-
pulsory law was in Montana in 1909. It was restricted in
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scope and applied to miners and laborers in coal mines
only. It also required the workmen to bear the cost
of benefits. However, this law showed some improvement
because it provided indemnity for both the fatal and
non-fatal injuries. Other early laws on compensation
included the 1910 optional Law of Maryland which was
repealed in 1914, and the compulsory New York Law of
1910, By 1920, nearly all the states had passed com-
pensation laws. (14)
Today, every state of the United States of America
has a special law governing worker's compensation and
affording immediate medical and surgical assistance to
workers injured in industrial accidents and occupational
disease.
III.4.3.PRINCIPLE OF WORKT EN'S COMPENSATION
The workmen's compensation principle is based on
the notion that industrial accidents are an inevitable
result of the industrialized society. Since the entire
society gains as a result of the industrialization, it
should bear the burden of these costs. In other words,
the workmen's compensation law made the cost of industrial
accidents a part of the cost of production by imposing
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liability on the employer even if he was not negligent.
The workmen's compensation laws, therefore, im-
pose absolute liability on the employer for injury suffered
by a covered employee, which arises out of or in the course
of his employment. The basic purpose of the laws is to
avoid litigation and thereby lessen the expense of the
claimant and provide for a speedy and efficient means of
compensating injured employees (15).
Workmen's compensation laws of different countries
may differ somewhat in their provisions, but there is a
good deal of uniformity concerning the operation of these
laws. There are five basic principles which appear to be
characteristic of the laws in general.
1. Absolute Liability of the Employer
The workmen's compensation laws impose absolute
liability on the employer for injury suffered by the
employee which arises out of an in the course of his
employment. If the worker is injured, the employer is
obligated to pay benefits according to the schedule in
the law regardless of whose negligence caused the injury
to occur. The employer is considered liable without any
necessary fault on his part and will be assessed the
compensable costs of the job-connected injury not because
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of he is negligent or he caused it, but simply because
of social policy.
In common law, the passage of the workmen's com-
pensation laws did not eliminate the employer's lia-
bility laws, These laws are still applicable to the
employments that are not covered under workmen's com-
pensation. Therefore, if a workman who is not covered
and protected by the workmen's compensation laws is injured,
he ,:can sue the employer for damages under the employer's
liability laws, If he can prove that the injury was
caused by the negligence of the employer and that the
negligence was the proximate cause of the injury, he is
entitled to compensated (18).
2. Prompt and Partial Indemni tY
The prompt payment of the benefits which is according
to the fixed and predetermined schedule in the law compen-
sates the injured workman or his dependents efficiently.
In general, there is no attempt in legislation to provide
an injured workman with complete damages. The worker gives
up his right to sue the employer in return for the schedule
of benefits set forth in the law. The size of these benefits
is based on the severity of the injury and the wage of the
worker. In most cases, the total benefits payable are less
than the worker could receive if he were permitted to sue
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and won the case because of the negligence of the
employer. However, the workmen is entitled to the
benefits as a matter of right, without the necessity
of going through the courts,
3. Transform Compensation to Cost of Production
Under workmen's compensation law, the employer
must pay the benefits required by law or pay the
premium for the insurance coverage without any contri-
bution on the part of the workers, The employer can
predict roughly the financial loss resulted from the
industrial accidents and the amount of workmen's com-
pensation and thus build this cost into the cost of
production, thereby passing the cost of industrial
accidents on to the consumers. Because of the consumer
who enjoys the benefits of industrialization and mass
production, it is equitable that the consumer should
bear the cost of injuries that are involved in production
process.
4. Periodic Payment Rather Than A Lump Sum
The fourth principle involves the basis of payment
of benefits which is arranged to assure a greater degree
of security for the recipients, In most cases, the
indemnity is paid on a periodic basis rather than as
a lump sum even though the periodic payments may be
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commuted to a lump sum. The requirement of periodic
rather than a lump sum settlement is designed to protect
the recipient against his unsuitability and the possibi-
lity that the recipient might squander the lump sum.
5. Insurance Guarantees the Compensation
There are two ways to meet the requirement of
compensation to workmen- employer self-insurance or
purchasing workmen's compensation insurance. Many
countries may permit the employer to self-insure the
workmen's compensation exposure, provided he has a
sufficiently large number of employees and some pro-
tection against catastrophic loss through dispersion.
However, insurance plays an essential part in the operation
of the workmen's compensation because most employers do not
have sufficient resources to guarantee indemnities.
Insurance provides the security which protects
against the losses covered under the law. Even though
the law imposes the obligation to provide benefits on the
employer, he may transfer this obligation to the insurer.
Under the workmen's compensation insurance policy, the
insurance company promises to pay all sums that the insured
employer is obligated to pay under the law. In the event
of injury to an employee, the insurance company .will pay
the schedule of benefits, which the employer would otherwise
have been required to pay.
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To conclude, the workmen's compensation law super-
sedes the employers' liability in handling the prompt and
efficient compensation to workman if he is injured in indus-
trial accident occupational disease regardless of whose
negligence or responsibility.
III.4.3. THE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION LAW OF HONG KONG-
(The Workmen's Compensation Amendment Ordinance
chapter 282, Law of Hong Kong)
The principle Workmen's Compensation Ordinance
(chapter 292, Law of Hong Kong) came into force in 1953
and several Ordinances were enacted to amend the principle
ordinance, namely:
The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment)
Ordinance 1969
The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment)
Ordinance 1971
The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment)
Ordinance 1974
Each amendment contriubted some improvement to the
principle ordinance, providing either wider coverage or
greater benefits to workmen. The last amendment, enacted
on Mard.h 28, 1974 and brought into force on July 1, 1974
established the present workmen's compensation system in
Hong Kong.
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The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment) Ordinance
1971f makes the employer totally responsible for compen-
sation for suspension or diminution of earnings, whether of
a permanent or temporary nature, whether caused by injury
through accident or occupations disease arising out of and
in the course of employment. Some important points will
be discussed briefly in order to provide clearer idea of
the Ordinance which governs the practice of the Workmen's
Compensation Insurance in Hong Kong.
Person Covered
The ordinance applies to all manual workers and
to non-manual workers with average earning2 not exceeding
$2,000 a month. In comparison with the 1953 legislation
which covered workers whose monthly earning did not exceed
$700, the coverage is much widened. Moreover, certain groups
of workers excluded by the principal ordinance have now been
covered and entitled to benefits, namely, domestic servants,
agricultural workers and members of the various local civil
defense forces,
2 According to Workmen's Compensation Ordinance, Earning is
defined to include:
1. dash wages-
2. the value of any benefit which can be
estimated in cash, e.g. food or quarters
supplied to the workman as a result of
accident he is deprived of them
3. constant overtime or other special renumera-




"Workmen means any person who has entered into or
works under a contract of service of apprenticeship with
an employer in any employment, whether by way of manual
labor, clerical work, or otherwise, and whether the contract
is expressed or implied, is oral or in writing,
However, there are still part of labor force ex.
cluded from the provisions of the ordinance, the following
persons are excepted from definition of workman.
1. Any person employed whose average earnings
at the time of the accident calculated in
accordance with the provisions exceed two
thousand dollars per month or
2. Any person whose employment is of a casual
nature or
3. An outworker or
4. A member of the employer's family employed
by such employer and who resides with the
emploer or
5. Armed services (12)
Compensation for Injury
The ordinance states that in any employment, the
employer is liable to pay compensation when a workman suffers




1. any injury which does not incapacitate
the workman for a period of at least
three consecutive days from earning
full wages or
2, if the injury to a workman is attributable
to the serious and wilful misconduct of
that workman or is deliberately aggravated
by the workman, any compensation claimed
in respect of that injury shall be dis-
allowed except that the injury results in
death or serious incapacity, the court on
consideration of all the circumstances may
award the compensation.
However, in the following cases, the employer is
not liable to pay compensation:
1. no compensation shall be payable in respect
of any incapacity or death resulting from
a deliberate self-injury.
2. no compensation shall be payable in respect
of any incapacity or death resulting from
an injury which the workman has represented
to the employer that he was not suffering or
has not previously suffered, knowing that the
representation was false.
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3. no compensation shall be payable in
respect of any injury, not resulting
in death or serious and permanent in-
capacity, caused by the workman's
addiction to drugs or working under
the influence of alcohol,
Benefits Provided Under The Ordinance
Benefits payable to the injuried workman or his
dependants under the ordinance will be as follows:
1. Death results from the injury-
Benefits:
36 months' earning of the workman
maximum compensation payable- $60,000.00
Minimum compensation payable-$ 9,600.00
If the workman leaves any dependents
wholly dependent on his earning, the
amount of compensation shall be in a sum
equal-to 36 months' earnings or $60,000?
whichever is less.
If the workman leaves any dependents
partly dependent on his earning, the amount
of compensation may be determined by the
court not exceeding the abovementioned
amount payable.
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If the workman leaves no dependents, the
burial and medical expenses of the diseased
workman should be paid by the employer in the
sum not exceeding $800.00
2. Permanent total incapacity results from the injury:
Benefits:
48 months' earning
maximum compensation payable- $80,000.00
Minimum compensation payable- $12,800.00
The amount of compensation shall be a sum
equal to 1+8 months' earnings or 80, 000.00
whichever is less, Moreover, an additional
sum not exceeding $32,000.00 is payable if
the injured workman needs constant attendance,
3. Permanent partial incapacity results from the injury:
Benefits:
48 months' earning, subject to a minimum of
$12,800.00 and a maximum $80,000.00, multi-
pled by the percentage of loss of Earning
Capacity as per the schedule. (Appendix II)
4. Temporary total and partial incapacity results from
the injury-
Benefits,
Periodic payments over the period of tem-
porary incapacity at the rate of two-thirds
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the difference between the injuried work-
man's monthly earnings at the time of the
accident and that after the accident. If
the injuried workman who* has been receiving
periodic payments dies or suffers permanent
incapacity as a result of the accident, then
the amount of compensation for the death or
permanent incapacity is payable in addition
to any periodical payments previously due.
5. Occupational diseases:
A workman who suffers from an occupation
disease or injuries arising from the disease,
is entitled to receive compensation similar
to that payable to injuried workman suffering
from the industrial accidents.
6. Prosthesis or Surgical Appliance:
If a workman requires a prosthesis or surgical
appliance as a result of an industrial accident
or occupation disease the employer is liable for
the initial cost of supplying and fitting the
item, subject to a maximum of $10,000 in respect
of any one accident,
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The ordinance also provides that all claims
for such costs ban be made within five years
from the occurance of the accident giving
rise to the injury. The attendent surgeon
is able to determine the need for a prosthesis
or surgical appliance after he had treated the
injuried workman. (12)
Other Leal Requirements
1. Liability of Principals_
When a person, as principal, contracts
with another for the purpose of his trade,
he may be liable for any claim to compen-
sation arising from an injury to a workman
employed by the contractor. However, the
principal may take action to recover from
the contractor any payment which he is re-
quired to pay for compensation.
When a workman is injuried in some
circumstances which create a legal liability
in the employer or some person other than
the employer, he may sue at common law by
ways of negligence act against the employer
and other person in order to claim damages.
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However, in awarding damages, the court
will normally deduct the compensation pay-
able or in the case of a third party, order
it to pay to the employer.
2. Insurance is not compulsory-
The Workmen's Compensation Ordinance does
not make workman's compensation insurance com-
pulsory. However, the ordinance makes provis-
ion for the governer in council to prescribe
employments in which employer would be required
to insure against all liabilities under the
ordinance. This indicates that there is a ten-
dency to make workmen's compensation insurance
compulsory in certain employments in the near
future,
A workman can only enter an agreement with
his employer to relinquish his right to com-
pensation under the ordinance by getting the
permission of the Commissioner of Labor.
3. Contract of service remains effective-
The employer may not terminate the con-
tract of service of a workman who has suffered
incapacity in circumstances which entitled him
to compensation until the workman has been
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certified as fit to resume his employment
or compensation for permanent incapacity
becomes payable.
On the other hand, the ordinance also
declare that an employer may not deduct from
the earnings of a workman in order to defray
the cost of insuring against his liability
to pay compensation. (12)
Summary
To summarize, the Workmen's Compensation Ordinance
(1953) is the most vital legislation in governing the practice
of Workmen's Compensation Insurance in Hong Kong. It
provides compensation for personal injury or death by
accident or occupational disease arising out of and in the
course of employment. The ordinance applies to all manual
workers and non-manual workers with average earning not
exceeding $2,000 a month.
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IV.0. GENERAL REVIEW ON WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
INSURANCE IN HONG KONG
IV.1. THE ADMINISTRATION OF WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION IN
HONG KONG
The Workmen's Compensation Ordinance provides com-
pensation for personal injury or death by occupational
disease or by accident arising out of and in the course of
employment. But the responsibility of implementing the
claims compensation mechanism rests with the Labor Department,
The Workmen's Compensation Unit*
Whenever the personal injury or death occurs, the
employer should immediately be informed. The injuried
workman, or someone acting on his behalf, is expected to
inform the employer of the accident orally or in writing
as soon as possible. The courts presume that the employer
has had notice of the accident.
The employer, after receiving the notice of an
accident, must notify the Commissioner of Labor within seven
days in writing of any accidents resulting in death or in-
capacity of workman for more than three days, otherwise he
is liable to a fine. Moreover, the employer should report
to the Police Station and Labor Department within 24 hours
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orally or in writing in case of death or serious injury.3
The Commissioner of Labor on receiving notice of
an accident which is likely to involve compensation, may
make a claim on behalf of the workman or his dependents
in case of death. The rights of such claim for compensation
will be valid for twelve months. However, an application
for compensation must first be made by or on behalf of in-
juried workman in this time span.
A workman who has given notice of an accident should
be provided with a free medical examination by a doctor
named by his employer within seven days of his giving notice.
The workman may lose his right to compensation if he fails
to go for medical examination without reasonable cause
during the required fifteen days,
Where an accident involves a claim from the injured
workman to his employer, they may agree in writing to the
amount payable which is not less than that required by the
Ordinance. Under this circumstances, the Labor Department
will issue a certificate of approval in respect to each
written agreement and then settle the case. If no written
agreement has been made within twenty-one days of an employ.
er's receiving notice of an accident, the workman may apply
3The New Amendment on The Workmen's Compensation (Amendment)
Ordinance (1974), enacted on 28th March, 1974
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court 4 for enforcing his claim to compensation.
to the
No court fees are payable in such cases and the wcrkman
may be referred to the Legal Aid Department for assis-
tance if necessary. (11)
In order to ensure that injuried worken receive
the compensation to which they are entitled, nurses and
health visitors seconded to the department but working in
the casualty departments of the government hospitals, report
to the Senior Industrial Heath officer every case of injury
which may fall within the scope of the Workmen's Compensation
rdinance.
All fatal cases giving rise to claims are investi-
gated and information regarding the circumstances of the
accident, the status of dependents, and the earnings of
diseased workman is passed to the court together with the
statutory notice provided by the employer.
TV. 2. METHODS OF FINANCING THE COMPENSATION PAYABLE
It is the sole reponsibility for the employer to
pay compensation to the injuried workman in accordance with
the workmen's Compensation Ordinance. In order to guarantee
the compensation payable to injuried workmen is always
4 The court means The District Court
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available, the legal liability of the employer must be
supported by adequate financial resources to meet with
such requirements.
Generally speaking, there are two ways available
for the employers to meet with the requirement of com-
pensation- self-insurance and purchasing Workmen's
Compensation Insurance.
1. Self-insurance
Some large corporations prefer to
assume liability for workmen's compen.
sation. Self-insurance operates best
when an employer has a spread of risk
so large that he may benefit from the
law of large numbers. It is necessary
and desirable that the self-insurer es-
tablishes his own protective services-
to furnish the safety engineering and
claims adjustment. Moreover, the self-
insurer may have to retain attorneys and
doctors to handle problems incident to
claims, medical and legal services, There-
fore, employers may set up a reserve fund
for self-insurance to pay compensation and
other benefits under the Workmen's Compen.
sation ordinance.
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It should be noted that the self-insurance
corporations must be large-enough to benefit
from the law of large numbers, must be finan-
cially dependable to safe-guard the loss and
the individual units of loss potential must be
distributed in a great geographical area so as
to prevent a catastrophe. Moreover, the amount
payable to the reserve fund are not deductible
from gross income as a business expense for
income tax purposes, (16) Only few companies
can afford to do that, thus self-insurance is
not popular in Hong Kong,
2. Purchasing Workmen' s Compensation Insurance
The other method to meet with the financial
requirement is simply purchasing the Workmen's
Compensation Insurance Policy- to transfer the
burden of compensation to the insurance company.
Even though the law imposes the obligation to
provide benefits on employer, he may transfer
this obligation to the insurer. Under the
workmen's compensation insurance policy, the
employer pays a certain premium and the insurance
company in return, promises to pay all sums that
the insured employer is obligated to pay under
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the Workmen's Compensation Ordinance. In
the event of injury to a workman, the in-
surance company will pay the schedule of
benefits which the employer would otherwise
have been required to pay.
This is not only a simplifying procedure
but also releases capital of the firm for
more profitable ventures. Also, the premium
paid for the Workmen's Compensation Insurance
Policy are tax deductible. Therefore, this
is the most popular method in Hong Kong for
the employers to meet with the requirement of
compensation.
IV. 3 THE OPERATION OF WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
IN HONG KONG
IV.3.1. THE ACCIDENT INSURANCE ASSOCIATION OF
HONG KONG
In Hong Kong, there is no insurance com-
mission to control the activities of the insurance
business but there are several insurance associations
to regulate the operation of the insurance business.
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is regulated by the
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Accident Insurance Association of Hong Kong, but
every regulation refers to the Workmen's Compen-
sation Ordinance. The Association has no legal
power to govern the activities of their members.
The major function of ttE Aesociation is to compile
statistical data based on the information the members
supply. On the basis on the data gathered, revision
and adjustments of tariff rates to be charged against
different perils are frequently made, (13)
Though there are rules governing the activities
of the members, they have never been enforced sucess-
fully because membership is not compulsory,
IV.3.2. DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL OF WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION
INSURANCE
In spite of the fact that there are more than two
hundred insurance companies writing business in Hong Kong q
their distribution channels can be classified as either
the direct writing system (direct distribution) or American
Agency System (indirect distribution),
1. Direct Writing System (Direct Distribution)
The distribution of policy is marketed
directly from the insurer to insured, with or
without an intermediary. (9)
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All negotiations are made between the in-
surance company and the consumer. However, the
insurance company may employ a representative to
handle its business, to solicit prospects, to take
care of paper work, and more important, to serve
as the insurer's direct contact with the insured.
This representative is compensatied with a salary,
or may be a commission based on the premium volume,
but he does not own the policy expirations. He has
no choice of transfering the business he writes to
another insurer, thus, he may be rewarded with small
rQncal commission or even none.
The insurance company adopting directing writ-
ing system is able to sell insurance at a lower price
to the final consumer because of the cost-cutting is
achieved by stricter underwriting and by paying small-
er allowances or commission to the representative for
the production and servicing of business, Therefore,
direct writing is suitable for the area where there
is a mass market for a standardized product that
requires little continuous service. Since these con-
ditions do not exist in the insurance market of Hong
Kong, particularly in the industrial market, the direct
writer does not fit'-well in the Hong song Market.
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Hence, direct writing system is not popular in
distributing Workmen's Compensation Insurance in
Hong Kong.
2. American Agency System (Indirect Dis trinution
A system of middleman, comparable to the
wholesaler-retailer system in tangible-goods
marketing is used. The middleman most comparable
to the wholesaler is called the general agent, while
the retailer is called the local agent or broker.
The system is the so-called American Agency System. (10)
i) General Agent
He has a great deal of authority
over the distribution of the insurance
contract- authority to vary the terms
of the contract in individual instances,
authority to negotiate the price of the
risk and the authority over the terms
of distribution agreements with local
agents. He has complete control over
the business he writes, to responsible
for policyholders' funds, to effect re-
insurance agreements, and the like.
Normally, he represents more than one
company,
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The local agent is an independent
middleman to deal with the final insurance
consumer. He has the authority to write
the policy and deliver it to the consumer.
That is, the local agent owns the business
he writes. If the insurance company attem-
pts to cut his commission or cancel the agency
contract of the local agent, the local agent
can simply place the policy with a different
company, making it new business for that
company. Therefore, he has the responsibility
of collecting premiums and after retaining his
commission, remits the balance to the general
agent or to the insurer directly.
Brokers operate in a manner similar to
local agents, even though they legally represent
the consumer, not the insurer. Many large broker-
age offices perform services normally carried out
by an insurer's home office, including underwriting,
analysis of loss reserves, rating, loss prevention
work, engineering and claims administration. In
fact, a large brokerage office may prepare an
entire insurance program for a client and then
market the program to interested insurers as a pack-
age at a given price.
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ii) The Branch Office System
In order to have better control over
the business and services, many insurance
companies have abandoned the use of the
general agent. Instead, they work directly
through local agents or setting up a branch
office to deal with the local agents. This
system is known as the branch office system.
It corresponds to a manufacturer's sales branch
in the tangible goods field. This system gives
the insurer more control over the distribution
of its policies than when a general agent is
employed.
It is believed that the same functions
performed by the general agent can be replaced
by the branch office at the lower cost. Greater
supervision and better control of the business
are possible due to the fact that the branch
office manager is salaried. Moreover, the
higher efficiency and greater specialized attent-
ion to the problem of one insurer is possible
than under the general agency because the branch
office is representing one insurance company
instead of several andthus provides the insured
with better services and assistances.
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In Hong Kong, the great majority of the
insurance companies which carry on Workmen's
Compensation Insurance market their policies either
through general agent or through branch office system.
5
Thus, they adopt the indirect distribution method.
In this regard, it is sometimes explained
that the indirect distribution channels provides
more advantages for the insurance company and the
consumer than that of the direct writing system.
Advantages for the Bayer Under the Agency System
(i) It saves the buyer's time and energy in buying
insurance:
The agency system is an efficient distri-
bution channel for the buyer because serveral
insurance company are represented. Thus more
alternative prices and coverage of policy can be
available. This is particularly true with business
buyers who need different kinds of policies to
cover the numberious risks involved. It would be
very time and energy consuming for him to choose
the proper policy or to negotiate the price and
coverage with the insurance company.
5As per personal interview with the manager of Casulty
Department of an insurance company
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(ii) It renders better services to the buyer in
selecting the policy and obtaining claim
payment:
To choose a proper insurer and suitable
policy requires some technical knowledge and
experience. The agent receives a constant flow
of information from his insurers and can efficient-
ly supply professional assistance to his customers.
Moreover, when a loss occurs, the agent helps the
insured file proofs of loss and intervenes in his
behalf if a controversy occurs, Thus, the agent
can help the buyers both in selecting policies and
in obtainin claims.
(iii) It prepares an insurance package to provide the
necessary risk coverage:
The agent can meet the needs of certain buyers
by providing a well-rounded, integrated program of
insurance such that the buyer may enjoy lower price
and wider coverage.
Advantages for The Insurer Under the Agency System
(i) Helps to reduce undue concentration of risks:
An insurer cannot accept all the business
offered them from one geographical or industrial
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location because of the financial capacity and
the fear of undue concentration of risks, An
insurer will thus turn down some of the business
offered it. Its agents would lose commissions
and the consumer would have to shop around in order
to obtain coverage if the agent represented only one
company, However, if the agent represents several
insurers, he can place the all business with a
suitable insurer.
(ii) Improves competitive power:
The total potential volume of business in
a certain market is limited in amount and is divided
among many insurers, the diversified agency system
can help the insurer to get better position in the
highly competitive market.
Moreover, the typical policy premium and
commission in liability and property lines are smaller
than in life insurance, it is doubted that a direct
writer can obtain sufficient business through commis-
sion or salary to maintain its existance,
(iii) Serves the consumer more efficiently and properly:
In order to maintain old business and develop
new business, certain minium services to the consumer
must be offered by the insurer such as handling claims,
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collecting premiums, answering questions of
policyholders and extending credit. An in-
surer cannot directly perform these functions
through a salaried representative until the
volume of business in a certain area has grown
sufficiently large to justify the expense,
In short, the Indirect Distribution Channel provides
many more benefits than its courterpart, therefore it is
the most popular distribution channel in marketing Workmen's
Compensation Insurance in Hong Kong.
Comparatively speaking, the local insurance agents are
not as helpful and knowledgable as the American Agents or
British Underwriters due to the educational background of the
agents- professional qualifications as well as academic ed-
ucation. It may be explained that there is no Insurance
Commission in Hong Kong to train or examine the professional
know-how of the agents or underwriters. So long as any person
has enough experience to handle routine underwriting work and
has good social relationships sufficient for him to obtain a
certain quantity of business, he can become an agent without
going through any professional qualification examination.
Moreover, the main objective of the local agents is short-
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term profit-making and ignores servicing, They are
concerned mainly on return-premium amount instead of the
coverage of the policy and better service. In these
circumstances, the buyer must be especially careful to
select the right agent and insurance company.
IV.4 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION POLICY
Workmen's Compensation Policy itself is not a
contract.. Legally speaking, the contract of Workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance is composed of three sets of documents:
(i) The proposal form for Workmen's Compensation
Insurance (Appendix III)
(ii) Wages Adjustment Statement for Workmen's
Compensation Insurance (Appendix IV)
(iii) The Workmen's Compensation Policy (Appendix V)
The Workmen's Compensation Policy is merely evidence
of the contract which has usually come into existence before
the issuance of the policy. As mentioned in the previous
section, Workmen's Compensation Insurance is tariff-governed
by an association and therefore all policy proposal forms,
wages adjustment statements and special rating application
forms must be in the format prescribed in the tariff.
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The proposal form and wages adjustment statement
for Workmen's Compensation Insurance are the tools for the
insurance company to obtain necessary information from the
insured. Based on the available information, the company
will decide whether or not to accept the risk and what rate
should be charged.
IV.4.1. PROPOSAL FORM
The first part of the proposal form consists
of the proposer's name, business address, trade or
occupation, particulars of work, situation where
workmen are employed, the period of insurance and
the particulars of the business operations,
The second part states the total wages paid
to the insured employees and particualrs of accidents
to the injured employees during the last three years,
The third part records the coverage for the
insured as follows:
(1) The standard policy provides the
following insurance for employees
within the scope of the Workmen!s
Compensation Ordinance
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Schedule A Liability under Workmen's
Compensation Ordinance
(chapter 282), The Fatal
Accidents Ordinance (chapter
22) and at Common Law.
(2) The policy may be issued or extended to
provided cover for employees who are not
'=workmen within the meaning of the or-
dinance as follows:
Schedule B To provide the benefits of the
Ordinance and to indemnify the
employer in respect of his lia-
bility under the Fatal Accidents
Ordinance (chapter 22) and at
Common Law.
Endorsement must be used.
Schedule C To indemnify the employer in
respect of his liability under
the Fatal Accidents Ordinance
(chapter 22) and at Common Law.
Endorsement must be used,
C3) Special Policy-- The policy may be extended
to provide for the payment of full earnings
during temporary incapacity (in lieu of two-
thirds as provided by the Ordinance) subject
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to an additional premium to be charged according






Endorsement must be used. (13)
IV .4.2. WAGES ADJUSTMENT STATEMENT
The wages adjustment statement is used to record
the detail of annual wages, salaries and earnings of the
employees which is intending to be insured under Workmen's
Cmnensation Insurance.
It is the obligation of the insured to declare all
true information concerning the wages ad ustment. Moreover,
the insured is bound to obey three things:-
(1) To keep a proper wages book,
(2) To allow the insurance company at all
times to inspect such book,
(3) To supply the company within one month
of expiry of the period of insurance
with a correct amount of all wages,
salaries and other earnings paid
during that period.
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These three things are treated as the conditions
precedent and the due observance and fulfilment of them
must strictly be complied with.
IV.4.3. WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION POLICY
Generally speaking, Hong Kong Workmen's Compensation
Policy can be divided into five sections: preamble, operative
clause with exceptions, conditions, schedule, and signature
clause.
1. Heading
Fach policy has a heading which contains
the name and address of the insurer, and other
information dependent on the individual company.
2. Preamble
Purposes of this part are:
(i) to include reference to the business
of the insured and no other for the
ouroses of this insurance.
(ii) to make the proposal and declaration
the basis of the contract.
(iii) to provide for the payment of, or
agreement to pay, the premium stated.
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"Whereas the insured carrying on the Business
described in the Schedule and no other for the purpose
of this insurance by a proposal and declaration which
shall be the basis of this contract and is deemed to
be incorporated herein has applied to the Company for
the insurance hereinafter contained and has paid or
agreed to pay the Premium as consideration for such
insurance.
3. Operative clause
The extent of the cover is set out in this clause.
Indemnity to injured employees and defending all suits
and claims for compensation are found as well. However,
such indemnity and defending are subject to the coverage,
Now this policy witnesseth that if at any time
during the Period of Insurance any employee in the Insured's
immediate service shall sustain personal injury by accid.
ent or disease arising out of and in the course of his
employment by the Insured in the Business and if the
Insured shall be liable to pay compensation for such
injury either under the Laws set out in the Schedule or
at Common Law then subject to the terms exceptions and
conditions contained herein or endorsed hereon the Company
will indemnify the insured against all sums for which
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the Insured shall be so liable and will in addition
be responsible for all costs and expenses incurred
with its consent in defending any claim for such
compensation.
Exceptions can also be found in this clause.
The insurance company shall not be liable under this
Policy in respect of:
(a) any injury by accident or disease
directly attributable to war, invasion
act of foreign enemy, hostilities
(whether war be declared or not), civil
war, mutiny, insurrection, rebellion,
revolution, or military or usurped power.
(b) the Insured's liability to employees of
contractors to the Insured.
(c) any employee who is not a workmen' with-
in the meaning of the Laws.
(d) any liability of the Insured which attaches
by virtue of an agreement but which would
not have attached in the absence of such
agreement.
(e) any sum which the Insured would have been
entitled to recover from any party but




Policy conditions regulate the protection
granted and can be classified under the following
heading:
(i) Conditons precedent
It means that all material facts
must be disclosed during the negotiations
leading up to contract. (2)
1. This policy and the Schedule shall be
read together as one contract and any
word or expression to which a specific
meaning has been attached in any part
of this Policy or of the Schedule shall
bear such specific meaning wherever it
may appear.
2. The Insured shall take reasonable pre-
cautions to prevent accidents and disease
and shall comply with all statutory
obligations.
3. The first premium and all renewal pre-
miums that may be accepted are :to be
regulated by the amount of wages and
salaries and other earnings paid by the
Insured to employees during each Period
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of Insurance. The name of every employee
together with the amount of wages salary
and other earnings shall be properly recorded
and the Insured shall at all times allow the
Company to inspect such records and shall
supply the Company with a correct amount of
all such wages salaries and other earnings
paid during any Period of Insurance within one
month from the expiry date of such Period of
Ihsurance. If the amount so paid shall differ
from the amount on which premium has been paid
the difference in premium shall be met by a
further proportionate payment to the Company
or by a refund by the Company as the case may be.
(ii) Conditions subsequent
It means that the insured may be required by
a policy condition to give notice of changes in
the risk during the currency of the policy. (2)
1. Every notice or communication to be given or
made under this policy shall be delivered in
writing to the company.
2. In the event of any occurrence which may
give rise to a claim under this Policy the
insured shall as soon as possible give notice
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thereof to the Company with full parti-
culars. Every letter claim writ summons
and process shall be notified or forwarded
to the Company immediately on receipt.
Notice shall also be given to the Company
immediately the Insured shall have knowledge
of any impending prosecution inquest or fatal
enquiry in connection with any such occurence
as aforesaid.
3. No admission offer promise or payment shall
be made by or on behalf of the Insured without
the consent of the Company which shall be
entitled if it so desires to take over and
conduct in his name the defence or settlement
of any claim for indemnity or damages or other-
wise and shall have full discretion in the
conduct of any proceedings and in the settle.
ment of any claim and the Insured shall give
all such information and assistance as the
Company may require.
4. The Company may cancel this Policy by sending
seven days notice by registered letter to the
Insured at his last known address and in such
event the premium shall be adjusted in accord-
ance with Condition (ii)2.
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"5. All differences arising out of this Policy shall
be referred to the decision of an Arbitrator to
be appointed in writing by the parties in differ-
ence or if they cannot agree upon a single Arbitrator
to the decision of two Arbitrators one to be appoint-
ed in writing by each of the parties within one
calendar month after having been required in writing
so to do by either of the parties or in case the
Arbitrators do not agree of an Umpire appointed in
writing by the Arbitrators before entering upon the
reference. The Umpire shall sit with the Arbitrators
and preside at their meetings and the making of an
Award shall be a condition presedent to any right
of action against the Company. If the Company shall
disclaim liability to the Insured or any claim here-
under and such claim shall not within twelve calendar
months from the date of such disclaimer have been
referred to arbitration under the provisions herein
contained then the claim shall for all purposes be
deemed to have been abandoned and shall not there-
after be recoverable hereunder.
(iii) Conditions precedent to liability
It means that the insured is required to give
notice of a loss in accordance with the relevant policy
condition. (2)
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"The due observance and fulfilment of the terms
conditions and endorsements of this Policy so
far as they relate to anything to be done or not
to be done by the Insured and the truth of the
statements and answers in the Proposal shall be
conditions precedent to any liability of the
Company to make any payment under this Policy,
4. Schedule:
Workmen's Compensation. Policy is designed in
scheduled form. The whole of the typewritten matter
is located in the schedule in which certain particu-
lars are usually included. The items in the schedule
will be found as follows: name and address of insured,
insured's business, laws govern the insurance, period
of insurance, premium and detail of the covered persons.
5. Signature clause:
In this clause, it is required that each policy
must be signed personally by a director or senior
officer or authorized representative of the insurer,
IV. 5. BRIEF REVIEW ON WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE MARKET
IV. 5.1. POPULATION AND LABOR FORCE
Hong Kong's population was little more than
half a million at the close of World War II in 1945.
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Within two years it had risen to 1.8 million. Even
though conditions in China settled, after the es-
tablishment of the People's Republic in 1949, the early
post-war immigrants stayed and more flooded in. By
1961, Hong Kong's population exceeded three million.
In 1971, the census showed that 3.9 million residents
in Hong Kong. It is now estimated to be almost 4.3
million people live in Hong Kong. More than 98 per-
cent of the population can be described as Chinese
on the basis of language and place or origin.
According to the 1971 Census of manufacturing
establishments, the number of person employed in the
manufacturing sector was 671,000, however, in December
1973, the number of persons employed in manufacturing
was about 626,000, some 7% less than in August 1971,
Manufacturing employment is heavily concen-
trated on the textiles and garments industries. In
December, 1973, the number of persons engaged in the
manufacture of textiles and clothing accounted for as
such as 46% of total manufacturing employment.
Table IV, 1, shows the trend of number of
employees in registered and recorded industrial under-
takings.
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Table IV.1. Number of employees in registered
and recorded industrial under-
takings
Number of PersonsNumber of Registered or



























Source: Hong Kong Government, Hon Kong Statistics 1947-
1967. (Hong Kong: Government Printer) pp.56-62,
Hong Kong Government, Hong Kon Annual Reports,,
1968-73. (Hong Kong: overnmen Printer),
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IV.5.2. INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTE AND AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION
In recent years, the number or persons involved
in industrial accidents has increased rapidly, due to the
development of industry. Most of the accidents are
caused by machinery, hot or corrosive substances, falls
of persons, stepping on, or striking against objects and
hand tools. These causes account for over 85 percent of
the cause of accidents.
The amount of compensation increases as more
industrial accidents occured. An overall view of the
trend of industrial accidents can be obtained by referring
to Table IV.2.
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Table IV.2 Industrial Accidents and
Amount of Compensation


















4,898 (24) 5,447,2318,723 (145)1967
4,731,4035,285 (31)1968 9,2.1 (130)
7,070 (22) 5,296,67812,294 (184)1969
10,512,4779,561 (39)24,610 (259)1970
15,875,03215 057 (40)27,192 (379)1971
17,676,470Not available1972 29,639 (296)
21,863,5611973 30,518 (186)
Source: Labor Department, Annual Department Report, 1953-
1971, (Hone Kong: Government Printer).
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IV.5.3. COMPETITION
Hong Kong is a big market for Workmen's
Compensation Insurance because of its large labor
force-accounting for 626,000 people in December 1973.
Companies from all over the world compete with the
local companies for the business available,
Moreover, legislation in Hong Kong imposes
little control on the operation of insurance companies.
Only those companies providing life, fire, marine
and motor vehicle,third party risk insurance are re-
gulated by statutes.
In 1974, there were 254 insurance companies
conducting business in the regulated classes. However,
they can easily get the permission to write Workmen's
Compensation Insurance by obtaining the approval of
the governor in Council. The trend and number of. in-
surance company can be found in Table IV .3.
Table IV.3. Number of Insurance Company
Operating in 'long Kong








Source: Annual Department Report Registrar General
1968-1974, (Hong Kong Government Printer)
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At present, there are more than 132 insurance
companies writing the Workmen's Compensation Insurance
policy 6. Obviously, the competition is very keen.
As per interview with a manager of Casulty Department
of an insurance company, even though Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance is governed by the Accident Insurance
Association of Hong Kong, competition is extremely
keen, especially price competition. The commission
given to the agent varies greatly between the small
insurance companies and the international companies
which gives smaller commissions to their agents. Big
companies defend their market by providing wider
coverage and better service.
6 According to the member list (June 25, 1974) of The
Accident Insurance Association of Hong Kong, there
are 132 insurance companies writing the Workmen's
Compensation Insurance policy, However, because of
the membership is not compulsory, there must be some
other insurance companies writing the Workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance policy as well
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V.0. ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS
This chapter is composed of two main parts,
the first part will present the opinions of different
persons who are connected with Workmen's Compensation
Insurance. This information was obtained through personal
interviews. The second part is an analysis of the data
which was obtained from mail questionnaires sent to employers.
v.1. RESULTS OF PERSONAL INTERVIEW
In spite of the fact that personal interview lacks
precision, it provides the opportunity for the interviewee
to express his opinions freely without any of the restrict-
ions and limitations inherent in a constructed questionnaire.
The results of the personal interview will be dis-
mngsPd and analysed fully in the following sections,
V.1.1. INTERVIEW WITH THE SOLE PROPRIETOR OF A
MEDIUM-SIZED PLASTIC TOYS MANUFACTURING
FACTORY
In this individual's opinion, Workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance is essential to both the employer
and his employees because it provides both parties
with security. The employee who is being insured
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would not have to worry about the loss of income
should he be injured during the course of employment.
On the other hand, the employer is relieved from his
legal liability to pay compensation to the injured
workman by transferring such liability to the insur-
ance company. However, the interviewee's main con-
cern was the high cost of premium of workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance. He stated that together with
the premium paid for fire insurance, insurance was
placing a heavy burden on the expenses of the factory
especially in the past year the business was slack.
Therefore, he intends to choose an insurance company
which gives him a greater rebate in order to reduce
the higher premium expense. He is less concerned
with the reputation and reliability of the insurers,
because all the insurance companies registered by the
government should be reliable. He also streesed that
premium rate which is charged on his workmen should
be reduced because there has been no accidents in
his factory for the last two years,
V .1.2. INTERVIEW WITH THE CASULTY DEPARTMENT MANAGER
OF AN INSURANCE COMPANY WHO IS HANDLING THE
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
This interview was carried out a short while
after completing the first interview described above
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A question of why the premium charged on the
plastic manufacturing industry is so high (Premium
Rate 3.5%) was raised immediately. According to
his explanation, the premium rate charged in diff-
erent industries with different jobs will vary with
the risk involved and losses experienced in that
particular job. The rate is fixed and governed by
the Workmen's Compensation Insurance Tariff which
is the official regulations of the Accident Insurance
Association of Hong Kong. The premium rate is deter-
mined by the statistics of the whole industry, not
on the basis of an individual firm. He also pointed
out that many employers are trying to underinsure
their employees because of the large premium expense.
He emphasized that underinsurance is dangerous and
the importance of full coverage, i.e. underinsurance
must not be allowed because in case of loss, the
insured would not be compensated in full.
In his opinion, competition is keen, especially
price competition, and high rebates of the premium
to the insureds are a common practice. He also stated
that the commission given to the agent varies greatly
between the small insurance companies and the large
international insurance corporations. Usually, a
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small insurance companies gives a greater commiss-
ion to agent than the large international insurance
corporations. However, the manager reminded employ-
ers to select reliable companies rather than greater
rebate amount because the present government legis-
lation for insurance and the economic situation of
Hong Kong are not satisfactory. It is fortunate
that up to now there has been no bankruptcy of any
insurance company,
V.1.3. INTERVIEW WITH THE PTRSONNEL MANAGER OF A
LARGE INTERNATIONAL MANUFACTURING FACTORY
First of all, this manager pointed out
that his company is less concerned with the cost of
premium but rather the reputation and reliability
of the insurance company are more important. There-
fore, rebate of premium is not an important factor
affecting his buying decision but rather the service
in processing the policy and claims. When asked
whether his company would set up a reserve fund for
workmen's compensation so that the high premium ex-
penditure might be eliminated, he replied that self-
insurance was not considered by his company because
the company lacked the professional knowledge and
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expertise. Moreover, the savings in premium did
not justify self-insurance for fear of a large loss.
V.1.4. INTERVIEW WITH THE GARMENT WORKER
Finally, the only employee who was interviewed
was a worker in garment factory. In his opinion,
Workmen's Compensation Insurance is good for him
because a guarantee for compensation in case of
injury is provided. He has no idea of what should
be a reasonable premium, nor has any opinion of
whether his employer's present insurer is reliable
or not. He replied that he does not care about the
matter as long as he is covered under Workmen's
Compensation ordinance and can receive compensation
should he be injured,
Although the ideas expressed by the four re-
spondents varied, the results are relevant to the
study, Such ideas, together with the data obtained
by mail questionnaires help to provide a complete
picture of the situation of workmen's Compensation
Insurance in Hong Kong.
V. 2. ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE RESEARCH FINDINGS
This section is designed to find out the attitudes
towards Workmen's Compensation Insurance among the buyers
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and non-buyers and to identify a set of factors which
would mostly influence customers buying behavior of
Workmen's Compensation Insurance. The finding are, how-
ever, not in any event exhaustive. They simply review
some of the major considerations purchasers are concerned
with in buying Workmen's Compensation Insurance. It is
hoped that these findings would help marketers in the
formulation of a marketing strategy in promoting this type
of insurance,
V.2.1. THE RESPONDENTS SAMPLE:
A total of 200 mailed questionnaires were
sent to a selected group of companies. 1+9 returns
were received back of which 38 had a significant
contribution towards the analysis, The return rate
was small, however, the responses received do furn-
ish an adequate opinion survey because:
(1) 70 per cent of the respondents were
holding decision making positions at
top management level.
(2) Over 60 per cent of the respondents did
not receive college education.
This implies that they are answering
the questionnaires largely based on
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exuerience rather than formal higher education.
(3) Annual payroll of the respondents runs from
below $100,000 (39%) to over $5,000,000 (13%)
with number of manual workers from below 100
(29%) to over 1,000 (32%).
Therefore this sample, though small, covered
quite a representative segment of the potential market.
(Appendix VI, Tables 13-16).
V.2.2. UNDERSTANDING OF THE INSURANCE BUSINESS
V.2.2.1. EFFECTIVENESS IN REDUCING RISK
60 per cent of the buyers sample
thinks that insurance is effective that it
reduces the risk of possible losses. Non-
buyers are less inclined to think that in-
surance reduces risk (Appendix VII Table 1).
Buyers mean the companies are being insured
currently, while non-buyers are not.
V.2.2.2. USEFULNESS IN COMPENSATE LOSSES
Again 60 per cent of the buyers
sample view insurance as an useful way to
.protect against losses. Non-buyers are less
inclined to think that insurance effectively
compensates for losses (Appendix VI, Table 1).
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V.2.2.3. INSURANCE A NOBLE BUSINESS?
Only 7 per cent of the buyers
sample thought that the insurance bus Ines
with a bad reputation. However, over 50
per cent of the non-buyer group thought
that the insurance business was dis-
reputable.
This is one major distinction
between these two groups of people
(Appendix VI, Table 2).
V.2.3. GENERAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS CURRENT WORKMEN' S
COMPENSATION INSURANCE PRACTICES*
V.2.3.1. SOURCES OF KNOWLEDGE
41 per cent of the buyers group
heard of Workmen's Compensation insurance
from salesmen and 38 per cent from sources
other than friends and advertisement. For
non-buyers, 44 per cent know of it from
salesmen and 33 per cent from advertisement
and other sources (mainly from Labor Depart-
ment).
This implies that sources of know-
ledge has no influence on buying behavior,
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However, it did show that the use of
salesmen is a characteristic of the
business (Appendix VI, Table 3).
V.2.3.2. PREMIUM RATE AND LOSS COVERAGE
Seventy per cent of the buyers
answered that they had no idea whether
the premium rate was high or low. Only
20 per cent treated it as high and 10
per cent thought that the loss coverage
as not enough. For non-buyers, over
1.0 per cent pointed to too high a pre-
mium but over 60 per cent of them have
no idea on loss coverage.
This can be explained that the relation of
premium rate to loss coverage has a signi-
ficant effect on buyer/non-buyer distinc-
tion. (Appendix VI, Table 4).
V.2.3.3. POLICY COVERAGE
over 85 per cent of the buyers
sample replied with adequate coverage or
better. However, none of the non-buyers
pointed to more than adequate.
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Therefore, the adequacy of policy
coverage should have some effect on buy-
ing decisions (Appendix VI, Table 5),
V.2.3.4. LEGAL LIABILITY RELEASE
Over 50 per cent of the buyers
group finds it helpful but only 22 per cent
of the non-buyers stressed this point.
So it is postulated that buyers are
more lecally conscious.(Appendix VI, Table 6).
V.2.3.5. REDUCTION OF ANXIETY AND EASE OF
OBTAINING CLAIM
Although the reduction of anxiety
and the ease of obtaining claims were also
mentioned in the questionnaire, no clear con-
clusions can be drawn from the responses
received. (Appendix VII Table 7).
V.2.4. BUYING BEHAVIOR
This section outlines the importance of a
selected group of factors which would affect a buy-
ing decision. The table in section V.2.4.1. summaries
the relative weights respondents place on each of the
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factors selected for the study. The scale runs








NON-BUYER COMMENTFACTORS AFFECTING BUYING BUYER
DECISION
0.6Ability to reduce anxiety) 1
heavily weight0.91.6Ability to compensate
ed by buyerspossible losses
-0.9 Inot importantAmount of rebate 0.5
heavily weight0.91.6Range of policy coverage
ed buy buyers
Inery important1.61.7Reputation of insurance
company
very important1.41.7Company services rendered




0.91.3Release of legal lia-
bility
(Appendix VI, Table 8-12)
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VI.2.4.2. GRAPHICAL ILLUSTRATION OF BUYING
BEHAVIOR FOR BUYERS/NON-BUYERS
FACTORS WEIGHTS












This graph shows that non-buyers place a less weight
on every factors concerned than buyers do except that
they are a little bit more influenced by salesmen. It
shows also that loss compensation, policy coverage,
company reputation, services rendered and ease of claim




In general, people do accept that insurance
is an effective way of reducing the risk of possible
losses. But for those who do not have a clear idea
of what insurance is all about (e.g. the non-buyer
sample of this opinion survey), much education is
required to convert them into buyers. Information
on the services that insurance companies could pro-
vide the mass public with, through public communicat-
ion media, may be helpful in this respect.
V.2.5.1. THE MORE CLEAR-CUT DISTINCTIONS
BETWEEN BUYERS AND NON-BUYERS OF
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
POLICY ARE SUMMARISED AS FOLLOWS:
NON-BUYERSBUYERS
View Insurance businessView Insurance as an
with as having a poorordinary business
reputation
Have little idea onMore loss coverage'!7
loss coverageconcerned
More price concernedMore legally conscious
and less legally con-and less price concerned
scious
loss coverage here refers to both the range of policy
coverage and the amount of compensation possible recovered.
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V.2.5.2. THE MAJOR FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE MOST
IN A BUYING DECISION
1. The ability to compensate losses
by insurance.
2. The range of policy coverage.
3. The reputation of the insurance
company considered.
4. The types of service rendered by
the company considered.
5. The ease of obtaining claim
heavily stressed.
Salesmen's influence and the ability to
give rebate were reported to be of minimal influence
in making a buying decision of the Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance.8
8 The discounting of salesmen's influence may be because the
respondents do not adequately percieve the role that the
salesmen are playing in their decisions. Among the non-
buyers, it is clear that there is inadequate understanding
of the role that insurance companies play and of the ad-
vantages that workmen's Compensation Insurance can offer.
It may be that salesmen are very effective in gradually
educating the market and increasing the level. of awareness
of potential buyers to their need for this insurance. This
could be happening without the individuals actually being
aware that their attitudes were gradually shaped by the
salesmen. Unfortunately, it is extremely difficult to
determine whether this is in fact the case.
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VI. 0. CONC LUS I ON AND RECOMMENDATIONS
VI le CONCLUSION ON THE RESEARCH FINDINGS
VI .1.1. RESULT OF THE PERSONAL INTERVIEW
Through the personal interview with the
insured (the sole propretor and the personnel
manager), the insurer (the Casulty Department
Manager) and the beneficiary (the garment worker),
an picture of the whole activity of Workmen's
Compensation Insurance can be obtained.
1. Practice of The Workmen's Compensation Insurance
Workmen's Compensation Insurance in Hong
Kong is regulated by the Workmen's Compensation
Insurance Tariff which is the official regulat-
ions of the Accident Insurance Association of
Hong Kong. The premium rate and all procedures
and documents concerning with Workmen's Compen-
sation Insurance have to comply with the regu-
lation. Thus, the policy coverage and the pre-
mium rate are fixed by the Tariff, In spite of
this, the competition is keen especially in
respect to the commission given to the agent and
the rebate to the insured. Small or local insurance
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companies give greater commissions to
the agent than the big international
insurance corporations.
The great majority of insurance
companies selling Workmen's Compensation
Insurance use indirect distribution chan-
nels,
2. Attitudes Towards workmen's Compensation
Insurance
According to the personal interviews,
both the employer, (sole proprietor and
personal manager) and employee (garment
worker) are satisfied with the coverage
of Workmen's Compensation Insurance.
Both the sole proprietor of a medium-sized factory
and the manager of a large firm share similar opinions
towards the Workmen's Compensation Insurance, stating that
the releasing legal liability and the paying of compensation
the reasons for purchasing Workmen's Compensation Insurance.
However, they hold different view points on select--
in the insurance company, the former tends to select the
insurance company or agent which can give him a higher
rebate, but the latter inclines to choose the insurance
company with good reputation and better service.
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VI.1.2. SUMMARY OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE RESEARCH
FINDING
The questionnaire was designed to determine
the attitudes towards Workmen's Compensation Insurance
among the buyers and non-buyer and identify a set of
varible which ma influence the buying decision.
Concerning the attitudes towards workmen's
Compensation Insurance among buyers and non-buyers, the.
most destinctive features are as follows:
1. The buyers view the insurance as an
ordinary business with an ordinary
reputation.
The non-buyers view the insurance
business with a bad reputation.
2. Buyers are more loss-coverage concerned
Non-buyers have little idea on loss
coverage.
3. Buyers are more legally corrcious and
less price concerned.
Non-buyers are more price concerned and
less legally conscious.
As for those factors which influence the buying
decision are arranged in the order of importance.
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1. Ease of obtaining claim
2. Ra nu tat ion of insurance company
3. Company services rendered
4. Ability to compensate losses
5. Release of legal liability
Surprisingly enough, the salesmen's influence
to
and the ability/give rebate were reported of minimal
influence in making a buying decision of the Workmen's
Compensation Insurance.
VI. 2. RECOMMENDATIONS
VI.2.1. IMPROVEMENT OF THE WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
ORDINANCE
1. Person Covered
The Workmen's Compensation ordinance
designed to provide financial compensation
to industrial employees when they receive
personal injury by accident arising out of
and in the course of employment, regardless
they are manual worker or not so long as
their monthly earnings not exceed $2,000,
However, there are many technical and
supervisory personnel who are also facing
the danger of personal injuries through
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accident during the course of employment.
Because of their monthly earnings are over
$2,000, they are not covered by the Work-
men's Compensation Ordinance and their
employers are not liable by law to pay any
compensation. Thus, they are at the mercy
of their employer. In order to protect all
the employees regardless of their earnings
when they are working under the employment,
the government should abolish the wage limit.9
2. Compensation for Injury
In the calculation of compensation pay-
able to the injured workman, his status in
family should be take into consideration.
Generally speaking, if the injured workman is
the sole bread-winner of the family, he should
be entitled to receive more compensation rather
than those who support only themselves. It
is not only the injured worker los s ing his
earning capability but also his whole family
suffering from the financial loss, Therefore,
compensation payable should be adjust accord-
ingly,
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Moreover, to issue compensation in
periodical payment instead of lump
sum would be better for the injured
workman or his dependents, and better
for the insurance company.
VI.2.2. COMPULSORY INSURANCE
Even though there is a provision in the Work-
men's Compensation Ordinance concerning compulsory
insurance it is not in effect yet. In my opinion, the
government should make the provision enforceable because
of the following reasons:
(1) It happens from time to time the injured
workman make a complaint against his
employer for non-payment or late payment
of compensation. 9
(2) The premium rate may be reduced due to
the fact that the size of pool is greater
and the predicted loss will be smaller when
eomnulsorv insurance is adopted.
(3) If it is the absolute liability of employer
to compensate his injured workman, compul-
sory Workmen's Compensation Insurance is the
only way to release such liability.
9 Draft Speech by Dr. S. Y. Chung, in Legislation
Council on 27th March, 1914.
Source: Government Information Services.
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Therefore, by practicing compulsory Workmen's
Compensation Insurance, the Labor Department can
administered the Workmen's Compensation more effect-
ively and efficiently. The employer, under this
circumstance, would have to purchase Workmen's Com-
pensation Insurance to protect against his legal
liability, thus, the following deficiencies would
be avoided:
(1) Some small and medium-size establishments
avoid compensation when an accident occurs.
(2) Some do not report to Labor Department
within seven days.
(3) Some do not continue to pay an injured
worker the required two-third of his
10
normal earning while he was unable to work
If it is the case, the government, may be the
Labor Department or other newly established department
should assume the role of a non-profit-making under-
writer. By doing so, it is not only to reduce the
cost burden of the employer by decreasing the pre-
mium payout but also to make the Workmen's Compensation
administration more effective.
10 Employers urged to pay greater attention to fulfilling their
responsibilities under Workmen's Compensation Ordinance on
7th June, 1974 by Mr. David Lin, Assistant Commissioner of Labor
Source: Government Information Services
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VI.2.3. INDUSTRIAL SAFETY PROGRAM
Prevention is always better than cure. There-
fore, it is essential to adopt safety programs before-
hand rather than to remedy afterwards.
The employer should adopt some effective safety
prevention programs to prevent industrial accidents,
Since industrial accidents not only may cause the
payment of compensation, but also lead to costs of
training new workers for replacing the injured workers,
increase insurance rates, and cause repair and replace-
ment costs and lead to lost production time.
By carrying out safety programs, productivity
may be increased because safe working condition may
be maintained and better industrial relations can be
achieved.
Therefore, industrial safety programs should
be promoted.
VI.2.4. BETTER CONTROL ON INSURANCE COMPANY AND
AGENT
At present, there is no insurance Commission
in Hong Kong. The lack of centralized regulated body
leads to the different standard in terms of education
and professional knowhow of the agent. As a result,
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some of the agents cannot help the insured seeking
better coverage and wise choice of policy. The
agent, instead of providing services to the in-
sured, stresses heavily the rebate only. More-
over, because of the lower education level, they
cannot contribute appropriate advice and assistance
to his insured. Therefore, some of the agents
cannot perform their duties properly and create a
bad image for the insurance industry. In addition,
some of the small insurance company may eventually
turn down the claim due to financial problems or
avoid loss payout so that more profit can be retained.
In this case, an image of insurance as not an honest
business gradually imresses the public.
The setting of an Insurance Commission or
similar kind of regulating body is urgent and necess-
ary.. If an Insurance Commission is in operation,
professional examination, marketing research, and
regulations which control the operation of the in-
surance transaction can be enforced. Thus, the better-
quality personnel for insurance industry would be
available and dishonest operations can be prohibited
so that good reputation can be built up.
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VI.2.5. BETTER SERVICES BE PROVIDED FOR THE INSURED
According to research findings, the three
most important factors influencing the buying decision
are:
1. Ease of obtaining claim
2. Reputation of the company
3. Company services rendered
By analysing these three factors, they are in
essence connecting with the servicing. Reputation of
the company can be explained in two aspects, the
strength of financial structure which implies relia-
bility and better services including the policy pro-
cessing and the claim service.
Therefore, if the insurance company wants to
get more business and create a good reputation, it must
render better services.
VI.2.6. EMPLOYMENT INJURY INSURANCE SCHEME
In order to protect the workmen completely and
thoroughly, an employment injury insurance scheme should
be adopted in the long run.
All manual workers self-employed workers and
non-manual workers should covered by the scheme. Com-
pensation should be payable not only to injury arising
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out of and in the course of employment but also
to the non-occupational injury.
The needs of victims of industrial accidents
and those non-industrial accident are identical.
It will be absurb to discriminate between them while
their needs are identical.
The compensation should be paid in the form
of periodical payments and administered by the special
institution or government department which takes full
responsibility of the whole practice of the scheme.
The scheme should be financed by contributions from
employers, government and workers with the workmen
contribute the minor portion only.
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APPENDIX I QUESTIONNAIRE
Q1. Do you think insurance is an effective way to reduce
the risks of loss?
not effectiveneutralvery effective
Q2. Do you think insurance is a useful way to compensate the
loss incurred?
not usefulneutralvery useful
Q3. Do you think that the insurance business has a good
reputation in Hong Kong?
bad reutationneutralgood reputation
Q4. What is your opinion about Workmen's Compensation Insurance
concerning the following factors?
1) function in reducing anxiety
not helpfulneutralvery helpful
2) compensation to financial loss
not enoughneutralvery enough
3) premium rate (particular rate charged on your
workmen based on different occupation)
very lowneutralvery high
4) rebate (return-premium from the agent)
very lowneutralvery high
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7) releasing legal liability
not helpfulneutralvery helpful








Other sources (please specify)




If you have bought Workmen's Compensation insurance
before, have you ever switched insurance companies for
this tne of insurance?
No
Yes
If yes, why? (please specify)
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Q7. Did you buy Workmen's Compensation Insurance for your
workmen last year?
(go to Q1O, skip Q8 Q9)No
(go to Q8, skip Q1O Q11)Yes
Q8. If you buy Workmen's Compensation Insurance, do you think
your agent is helpful both in policy processing and
obtaining claim?'
not helpfulneutralvery helpful
Q9. If you buy Workmen's Compensation Insurance, do you think
the insurance company which you are being insured is a
good insurance company?
very badneutralvery good
go to question 12
Q10. If you don't buy Workmen's Compensation Insurance, is there
any compensation system for your workmen if they sustain
injury when they are working under your employment?
1) Self-insurance
a) employer's compensation
b) setting un a reserve fund for compensation
2) A saving scheme participated by workmen
3) Others (please specify)
4) None
Q11. If you don't buy Workmen's Compensation Insuirance, does any
of the following factors (or combination) help you to explain
why you do not buy it?
1) My practice is more economical than buying
-r
insurance
2) My practice is more reliable than buying
insurance
3) My practice is more efficient than buying
inurance
4) Others (please specify)
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Q12. Do you have any safety precautions in your company?
No
(please specify)Yes
Q13. Suppose you have already bought or intend to buy Workmen's
Compensation Insurance, what are the importance of the
following factors?
1) function in reducing anxiety
very unimportantvery important
2) compensation to financial loss
very unimportantvery important
3) premium rate (particular rate charged on your
nrkmPn hale nn different occupation)
very unimportantvery important
4) rebate (return-premium from the agent)
very unimportantvery important
5) coverage of the insurance policy
very unimportantvery important
6) reputation of the company
very unimportantvery important
7) service of procession policy
very unimportantvery important
8) service of getting claim
very unimportantvery important
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9) persuasiveness of the salesman
very unimportantvery important
10) releasing legal liability
very unimportantvery important





5) 5,1 or above
Q15. Your education level is




Q16. Your sex is
1) male
2) female





5) other (please specify)
Q18. What is the source of capital of your company?
1) foreign investment
2) local investment
3) both of the above
4) others (please specify)
Q19. What is the size of capital of your company?
1) under $10,000
2)$ 50, 000-$ 100, 000
3)$ 100,000-$ 500,000
4) S 500,000- $1,000,000
5) $1,000,000- $5,000,000
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Q20. How many manual workers (monthly earning below $2,000)
does your company have




Q21. What is the annual payroll to workmen?
1) below 100,000
2)$ 100,000-$ 500,000
3) 5 500,000- $1,000,000
4) $1,000,000- $5,000,000
5) $5,000,000 or above






6) others (please specify)
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1. Loss of two limbs.
2. Loss of both hands or of all fingers and both
thumbs..................
3. Loss of both feet.
4. Total loss of sight, including the loss of sight
100to such an extent as to render the claimant
unable to perform any work for which eyesight
is essential,................
5. Total paralysis,
6. Injuries resulting in being permanently bedridden.
7. Any other injury causing permanent total disahle-
ment..................... 0
658. Loss of arm at shoulder.
629. Loss of arm between elbow and shoulder.
6010, Loss of arm at elbow
5011. Loss of arm at e1bou
5012. Loss of hand at wrist.
4513. Loss of four fingers and thumb of one hand
4014, Loss of four fingers
15. Loss of thumb
35both phalanges.
10one phalanx..

















20. Loss of metacarpals-
3first or second (additional)....
2third, fourth or fifth (additional)
21. Loss of leg-
70at or above knee.
40below knee... 0
4022. Loss of foot
23, Loss of toes-
15all of one foot..............
CJgreat, both phalanges..........
2great, one phalanx............
other than great, if more than one toe lost,
1each..................
3024. Loss of sight of one eye
725, Loss of hearing, one ear
5026. Total loss of hearing,
(1) Total permanent loss of the use of a member
shall be treated as loss of such member.
( 2) Iffiere there is loss of two or more parts of
the hand, the percentage shall not be more
than the loss of the whole hand.
(3) Loss of remaining arm,. leg or eye if one has
already been lost, shall be the difference
between the compensation for the total inca-
pacity, and compensation already paid or that
which would have been paid for the previous
loss of limb or eye.
(first Schedule amended, 55 of 1969, s.28)









(INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ORDINANCE OF HONGKONG)




1Q Qr the Insured carrying on the Business described in the Schedule and no other for the
.purpose of this insurance by a proposal and declaration which shall be the basis of this contract and is
deemedto be incorporated herein has applied to the Companyfor the insurance hereinafter contained and
nc nni,l ^r nnrooA fn nev flitrominm nc enneirAnn fnr¢ c 1nsllrncP_
'ofu this 3olic ititensci1i that if at any time d in th P r of Insurance any employee
in the Insured's immediate service shall sustain personal i b ci r disease arising out of and
in the course of his employment by the Insured in th us n n the Insured shall be liable to pay
compensation for such injury either under the L, w o j t Schedule or at CommonLaw then
subject to the terms exceptions and conditions n or endorsed hereon the Company will
indemnify the Insured against all sums for ich e u shall be so liable and will in addition be
responsible for all costs and. expense r{ wi ccnscnt in defending any claim for such com-
pensation n
FroWbeb 'Alfungs ?nt of any change in the Laws or the substitution of other
legislation therefor this Poli ain in force but the liability of the Companyshall be limited to
such sum as the Companyw ave been liable to pay if the Laws had remained unaltered
EXCEPTIONS.
The Companyshall not be liable under this Policy in respect of
(a) Anyinjury by accidentor diseasedirectly attributable to warinvasionact of foreignenemyhostilities(whetherwarbe declaredor not) civil war mutinyinsurrection rebellion revolution or military or
usurpedpower
(b) the Insured'sliability to employeesof contractorsto :the Insured
(c) any employeewhois noj w workmanwithin the meaningof the'tl.aws
(d) anyliability of the Insuredwhichattachesby virtue of an agreementbut whichwouldnot haveattached




1. This Policy andthe Scheduleshall be read together as onecontract andany wordor expressionto whicha
specific meaninghas beenattachedin any part of this Policy or of the Scheduleshall bear suchspecific meaning
whereverit mayappeara n ay
2. Every notice or communicationto be given or madeunder this Policy shall be delivered in writing to
the Company
3. The Insured shall take reasonableprecautions to prevent accidents and disease and shall complywith
all statutoryobligations.
4. In the event of any occurrencewhichmaygive rise to a claim under this Policy the Insured shall as
soonas possible give notice thereof to the Companywith full particulars Every letter claim writ summonsand
processshall be notified or forwardedto the Companyimmediatelyon receipt Notice shall also be given to the
Companyimmediatelythe Insured shall have knowledgeof any impendingprosecutioninquest or fatal enquiry in
cnnnectinn with such occurrenceas aforesaid
S. Noadmissionoffer promiseor paymentshall be madeby or on behalf of the Insured without the consent
of the Companywhichshall be entitled if it so desires to take over andconductin his namethe defenceor settle-
mentof any claim or to prosecutein his namefor its ownbenefit any claim for indemnityor damagesor otherwise
andshall havefull discretion in the conductof any proceedingsandin the settlementof anyclaim andthe Insured
shall give all suchinformation andassistanceas the Companymayrequire
6. The first premiumand sill renewalpremiumsthat mayhe acceptedare to be regulated by the amountof
wagesand salaries and other earningspaid by the Insured to employeesduring eachPeriod of InsuranceThe name
of every employeetogether with the amountof wagessalary andother earningsshall be properly recordedandthe
Insured shall at all times allow the Companyto inspect suchrecordsand shall supplythe Companywith a correct
amountof all suchwagessalaries and other earnings paid during any Period of Insurancewithin one monthfrom
the expiry date of suchPeriod of InsuranceIf the amountso paid shall differ from the amounton whichpremium
has beenpaid the difference in premiumshall be met by a further proportionate paymentto the Companyor by
n refund by the Comnanvas the case maybe
7. TheCompanymaycancelthis Policy by sendingsevendaysnotice by registered letter to the Insuredat his
last knownaddressandin suchevent the premiumshall be adjustedin accordancewith Condition6
8. All differencesarising out of this Policyshall be referredto the decisionof an Arbitrator to be appointedin
writing by the parties in differenceor if they cannotagreeupona single Arbitrator to the decisionof twoArbitrators
one to be appointedin writing by each of the parties within one calendar monthafter having beenrequired in
writing so to do by either of the parties or in casethe Arbitrators do not agreeof an Umpireappointedin writing
by the Arbitrators before entering uponthe referenceTheUmpireshall sit with the Arbitrators andpresideat their
meetingsand the makingof an Awardshall be a condition presedentto any right of action against the Company
If the Companyshall disclaimliability to the Insuredfor anyclaim hereunderandsuchclaim shall not within twelve
calendarmonthsfromthe date of suchdisclaimerhavebeenreferred to arbitration underthe provisionsherein con-
tained then the claim shall for all purposesbe deemedto havebeenabandonedandshall not thereafter be recoverable
herunder
9. Thedueobservanceandfulfilment of the termsconditionsandendorsementsof this Policy so far as they
relate to anythingto be doneor not to be doneby the Insuredandthe truth of the statementsandanswersin the









Workmen's Compensation Ordinance (Chapter 282)
Fatal Accidents Ordinance (Chapter 22)
Providedalwaysthat the indemnityin respectof liability underthe Lawsshall not applyto anydiseasewhich
maybe broughtwithin the provisions of the Workmen'sCompensationOrdinanceby exercise of the powers
vested in the Governorin Councilby virtue of Section 35 of suchOrdinance.
Period of Insurance:a VMY •
(both dates inclusive)to(a)From(b) Any subsequentperiod for which the Insured shall pay and the Companyshall agree to accept
a renewal nremium
Prpmim!
Subject to adjustmentin the terms of Condition 6
The estimated amountof wagessalaries and other
earnings on which Premiumis based
Valueof foodfuelEstimatedtotal quarters and other Estimatedsalaries wagesqOccupationsEstimated Placeor placesof employmentconsiderationsin totalofnumberof
and other moneya addition to moneyearningsemployeesemployees earnings earnings
Date of signature of Proposal and Declaration:
X. ate:+.,.aa Wh.r.f AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL ASSURANCE COMPANY, LIMITED has

















THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
APPENDIX VI Table 1 LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S.COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER





-FUL TRAL USFFUI LUSEFULUSEFUL-TIVE TRAL EFFECTEFFECTBASEEFFECT
329 111355881238WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0INSURANCE 7.95.328.923.734.213.213.221.12. 131.6100.0
26 8 07124261129BUYER 0 66.772.7 0.077,892.380.075.0 40.075.091.776.3COL.% 0.0
27.624.1 6.913.8 41.420.720.7 6 .9100.0 37.9ROW %
22 13112 3219NON-BUYER 70 33.527.3 100.022.27.725.0 60.0 20.025.023.7 8.3COL.%
33.3 11 .122 .211.1 22.233.322.2 11.122.2100.0 11.1ROW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Table 2
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE--
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
ATIONGENERAL INSURANCF F-RFPUT VERYKIU VERYBADOODVERY
RFPUTA BADBASE GOOD REPUTA TRAL
436 20538WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0INSURANCE
10.57,952.615.813.2100.0
20175529BUYER
0.0 50.085.083.376.3 100.0COL.. %
58.6 0.0 6.917.217.2100.0ROW %
23 309 1NON-BUYER
50.015.0 100.023.7 0.0 16.7COL. %
22.233.333.311.10.0100.0ROW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LTNGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Table 3
MASTER THESIS-A STUDY OF WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NONBUYER
INSURANCEWORKMEN'S COMPWAYS OF LEARNING ABOUT SOURCEDON'T KNOWOTHERSALESMANFRINDSADVERTISE
NOYESNOYESNOYESYES NONOBASE YES
38 34424142216362317WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION
100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0INSURANCE 36.8 89.510.563.257.994.7 42.15.381.618.4100.0
263181112 172 724 2529BUYER
76.575.075.078.677.375.075.080.6 100.057. 176.3COL.%
89.710.362.1.58.6 37.993.1 41.46.986.213.8100.0ROW %
19 4 5069 3NON-BUYER
8 23.525.06 25.022.725.025.0
3
42,9 19.4 0.023.7COL.% 11. 1 88,966.755.6 21.4 33.344.466,7 0.0 100.033.3100.0POW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Table'4 LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
PREMIUM RATEGENATTI-PARTIWCILOSS VERYWCI GENATTI-COMPENSATION
NEU-NOT- VERYNEU- LESSENOVERY
LOWLOWTRALHIGHHIGH-UGH TRAL ENOUGHENOUGHBASEENOUGH
122753312.27538WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0INSURANCE 5.3 2.671.113.27.97.92.657.918.413.2100.0
022322214 16629BUYER
0.085.2 100.040.066.766.785.7 72,7 100.080.076,3COL.%
6.9 0.079.320.7 6.96.96.93.455.213.8ROW % 100.0
3
04116 09 1 1NON-BUYER
14.8 0.0 100.033.3 60.033.327.3 0.014.323.7 20.0COL.
11.144.4 0.011.1 33.311.166.7 0.011.1% 100.0ROW 11 ,1
1
%
THE---CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONTable 5
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
WCI GENATTI-REBATE
WCI GENATTI-POLICY COVERAGE
VERY NEU- VERY VERY SUFFI-ADEQ-LESS
NOT




38 4 1 25 4 4 2 3 26 3 4
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0




29 3 1 19 3 3 2 3 20 2 2
76.3 75.0 100.0 76.0 75.0 75.0 100.0 100.0 76.9 66.7 50.0




9 1 0 6 1 1 0 0 6 1 2
23.7 25.0 0.0 24.0 25.0 25.0 0.0 0.0 23.1 33.3 50.0
100.0 11.1 0.0 66.7 11.1 11.1 0.0 0.0 66.7 11.1 22.2
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Table 6 LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BIUER AND NON-BUYER




100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0INSURANCE
2.67.944.713.231.6100.0
101351029BUYER





THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Table 7
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
WCI GENATTI-REDUCEING ANXIETYGENATTI-OBTAINING CLAIMWCI
NOTNEU-- LESSNEU- HELPNO DTFFI VERYVERY
-FUL HELPHELP-CULT TRALHELPTRAL EASYEASYBASE EASY
1600004 2177838WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 1 00.0 100.0100.0 100.01 00.0 100.0 1Oki .0INSURANCE 0.0 100.00.00.05.3 0.010.544.718.421.1100.0
120000015 08 629BUYER 75.00.00.00.00.00.088.2 0.085.776.3 100.0COL.%
0.0 100.00.00.00.051. 7 0.00.020.727.6100.0ROW %
0 40o.2 0429 1NON-BUYER
25.00.00.00.00.011.8 100.0 100.014.323.7 0.0COL.% 0.0
100.00.00,022.2 0.011.1 22.2 44.40.0100.0ROW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Table 8 LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE




NEU-LESSVERY IMPORTNOT-NEU- LESSVERY IMPORT
TRAL IMPORTIMPORTIRAL IMPORTIMPORTIMPORT-TANCEBASEIMPORT-TANCF




0.020.0 100.033.316.020.00.011.1 50.028.6COL.% 23.7
0.022.222.2 11.144.411.10.044.422.2_ 22.2100.0ROW %
1
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
Table 9 LINCNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHRACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
WCI BUYPOINT-REBATERATE LESS- -NOTWCI BUYPOINT-PREMIUM
NEUVERY IMPORTNOT-LESSVERY IMPORT- NEU
IMPORTIMPORTIMPORT-TANCE TRALTRAL IMPORTIMPORTBASEIMPURT-TRNI
11814233711512 100.038WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0INSURANCE 28.921.136.85.37.97.918.428.913.231.6100.0













THE CHINESE UNIVERSIITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
WCI BUYPOING-POLICY-COVERAGE WCI BUYPOING-REPUTATION CO
VFEY IMPORT NEU-LESS NOT-VERY IMPORT NEU-LESS NOT-









38 22 9 6 0 1 29 6 3 0 0
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
100.0 57.9 23.7 15.8 0.0 2.6 76.3 15.8 7.9 0.0 0.0
29 19 7 3 0 0 24 2 3 0 0
76.3 86.4 77.8 50.0 0.0 0.0 82.8 33.3 100.0 0.0 0.0
100.0 65.5 24.1 10.3 0.0 0.0 82.8 6.9 10.3 0.0 0.0
9 3 2 3 0 1 5 4 0 0 0 0
23.7 13.6 22.2 50.0 .0 100.0 17.2 66.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
100.0 33.3 22.2 33.3 0.0 11.1 55.6 44.4 0.0 0.0 0.0
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Table 11
A STUDY OF WORKMEN' S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARCTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
CLAIMPOLICY WCI BUYPOINT-SERVICE NOT-BUYPOING-SERVICEWCI
NEU- LESSNEU- VERY IMPORTNOT-LESSVERY IMPORT
RTIMPORT-TANC TRAL IMPORTIMPORTTRAL IMPORTIMPORBASEIMPORT-TANCE
00263000292738WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 00.0 100.0100.0 1 100.0 100.0100.0INSURANCE 0.05.3 0.078.9 15.85.3 0.00.023.771.1100. 0
2
0032400242329BUYER. 0.00.050.0 100.080.00.00.044.4 100.085.276.3COL. % 0.00.06,910.382.80.06,9 0.013.879.3100.0ROW %
0
03 0600 09 54NON-BUYER 0.00.00.050.020.00.00.00.055.614.823.7COL.%
0.00.00.033.366.70.00.00.055.644.4100.0ROW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONTable 12
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
LEGAL LIABUYPOINT-RELEASEWCIBUYPOINT-PERSUASIVENESSWCI NEU- NOT-IMPORT LESSVERYNOT-NEU- LESSVERY IMPORT
TIMPORT-TANCE TRAL IMPORTIMPORTTRAL IMPORTIMPORTBASEIMPORT-TANGF
01181918946 138WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 1 00.0INSURANCE 0.00.028.950.0 21.147.423.710.52.615.8100.0
00761616521529BUYER 0.063.6 0.075.084.288.955.650.083.3 100.076.3COL.%




0.044.4 0.022.233.344.4 22.222.211.1 0.0100.0ROW %
0
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONTable 13
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
SEXEDUCATION LEVEL
AGE DISTRIBUTION
POST-COLL50 ORSFLFORSECOND4131-21-20 OR MALE
-EGE
-ARY GRADUAFEMALEABOVEPRIMAY5040BELOW 30BASF
371I14149010174738WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0100.0 100.0 1 00.0100.0 1 100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 97.4INSURANCE 2.62.636.836.823.70.026.344.710.518.4100.0
281010118081 15529BUYER 75.70.0 100.078.688.9 71.480.0 0.088.225.071 ,476 .3COL. 96.63.40.034.537.927.60.027.651.717.2 3.4100.0ROW
1 0 94310222 39NON-BUYER 24.30.028.6 100.021.411.111.8 0.020.075.028.623.7COL.%
0.0 100.044.4 11 .133.311.122.2 0.022.233.322.2100.0ROW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONTable 14
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPFNSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
SOURCE OF CAPITALPOSITION
0TH-LOCALPROPRIMANAG-GEN-MAPRODU-PERSONFOREI
BOTH ERSINVES INVESMANAGR-MGRBASE-ETOR DIRECTNAGFR
825321022121238WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100.0100.0 100.0 100.0INSURANCE 21.165.87.95.35.3 26.35.331.631.6100.0
82 18172011929BUYER 72.0 100.066.750.070.00.0 100.091 .775.076.3COL. %
27.662.124.1 6.90.0 3.46.937.931.0100.0ROW %
01 713029 3 1NON-BUYER
0.028.033.350.030.00.08.3 100.025.023.7COL. %
0.077.811.1 11.133.30.022.211.133.3100.0ROW %
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Table 15
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
CHARACTERISTICS OF BUYER AND NON-BUYER
ANNUL PAYROLL (HK$, 000)SIZF OF CAPITAL. (HK$,O0O)
5MIL1MIL50ABOVE BELOW 10-500 100010050
BOVE5MIL1MIL501001000500-50- 100-UNDRBASE
588 21504942138WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION 100.0 100.0 1000100.0 100.0 100.0100.0 100,0 100.01 00.0 100.0INSURANCE 13.221.15.321.139.50.010.523.710.555.3100.0
27261208 211829BUYER 40.087.575.0 100.088.9 50.0 0.025.085.7
6,9
76.3COL.%
24.16.920.780.0 41.46.9 0.027.63.462.1100.0ROW %
323021339NON-BUYER 60.01 12.50 0.025.020.050.0 0.075.0 11 .114.323.7COL. %
33 .311.122.2 0.033.322.2 0.011.133.333.3100.0ROW%
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
LINGNAN INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATIONTable 16
A STUDY OF WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
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TEX- ELECT MACH- OTH-
TILE -RON INERY ERS
3 9 2 3 1238 1
100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
23.7 10.5 15.8 39.5100.0 2.6 7.9
29 0 3 9 2 3 12
100.0 50.0 50.0 80.076.3 0.0 100.0
100.0 0.0 10.3 31.0 6.9
9 1 0 0 2
23.7 100.0 0.0 0.0 50.0
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工
業
生
產
之
蓬
勃
發
展
而
劇
增
；
工
業
意
外
亦
2因
而
相
應
增
加
。
此
等
工
業
意
外
包
括
意
外
受
傷
及
因
工
而
引
致
之
疾
病
，
此
二
者
均
減
損
勞
工
之
收
益
或
賺
錢
能
力
，
甚
或
意
外
死
亡
。勞
工
因
工
作
受
傷
而
引
致
損
失
，
於
情
在
理
均
應
由
僱
主
賠
償
。
職
是
之
故
，
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
(
香
港
法
律
第
二
八
二
章
)
於
一
九
五
三
年
即
對
此
有
所
規
定
，
目
的
在
保
障
勞
工
之
合
法
權
益
。
僱
主
須
負
責
賠
償
勞
工
因
工
受
傷
所
引
致
之
損
失
，
包
括
傷
殘
、
疾
病
或
死
亡
；
賠
償
數
目
視
傷
殘
之
程
度
而
定
。
法
律
雖
規
定
僱
主
負
責
賠
償
勞
工
因
工
受
傷
或
死
亡
而
引
致
之
損
失
，
但
僱
主
有
權
選
擇
採
取
何
種
方
式
以
籌
措
此
等
賠
償
金
3額
。
大
略
言
之
，
有
以
下
兩
種
方
式
；
㈠
自
我
保
險
；
僱
主
自
行
儲
備
基
金
以
應
付
此
等
賠
償
。
㈡
購
買
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
；
僱
主
(
被
保
險
人
ZvsuR
EO
)
付
一
定
之
保
險
金
額
(
PR
EM
IUM
)
予
保
險
公
司
(
保
險
人
ZvsuR
ER
)
,
以
保
险
金
公
司
之
承
诺
，
按
照
员
工
赔
偿
法
例
之
规
定
以
賠
償
其
勞
工
因
工
受
傷
而
引
致
之
損
失
。
購
買
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
遠
較
自
我
保
險
為
經
濟
、
安
全
。
(
因
購
買
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
不
必
儲
備
為
數
為
菲
之
基
金
。
資
金
運
轉
得
以
暢
通
；
保
險
金
可
視
作
公
司
費
用
，
得
以
免
稅
；
購
買
保
險
可
免
於
災
害
性
之
損
失
，
從
而
保
障
正
常
之
生
意
經
營
。
)
因
此
，
4購
買
保
險
之
方
式
遂
廣
泛
地
為
僱
主
所
樂
意
採
用
。
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
乃
一
非
實
體
(
ZVTA
VG
IBLE
)
之
產
品
；
故
其
間
所
牽
涉
之
法
律
問
題
，
經
營
方
式
以
及
顧
客
對
此
種
保
險
之
態
度
，
均
具
有
研
究
價
值
。
本
論
文
之
研
究
對
象
亦
在
此
三
方
面
，
目
的
在
藉
研
究
所
得
，
尋
求
改
善
本
港
勞
工
賠
償
制
度
及
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
之
營
業
方
法
。
第
二
章
　
　
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
之
法
律
背
景
本
港
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
受
英
美
習
慣
法
(
CO
M
M
O
NLAW
)
之
三
種
5法
律
支
配
：
　
㈠
契
約
法
(
LA
W
of
CO
NTRACT
)
—
保
險
契
約
(
INSURANCE
CO
UTRACT
)
㈡
疏
忽
法
(
LA
W
of
N
EG
LIENCE
)
—
僱
主
責
任
法
例
(
EUPO
YERS
LIA
B
ILITY
)
㈢
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
(
W
O
RKM
ENS
CO
M
PENSATIO
N
O
TDIM
ANCCHAPIER282
LA
W
of
HO
VG
KO
NG
)
被
保
險
人
與
保
險
人
間
之
關
係
，
由
契
約
加
以
訂
定
。
被
保
險
人
付
出
一
定
金
額
之
保
險
費
予
保
險
人
，
而
保
險
人
則
答
允
賠
償
某
一
特
定
事
件
所
引
致
之
損
失
。
由
於
此
種
關
係
是
由
保
險
契
約
達
成
，
故
受
保
險
契
約
約
來
。
因
保
險
交
易
有
其
獨
特
之
處
，
6故
保
險
契
約
極
重
視
以
下
原
則
(
PEM
CIPRE
)
：
最
大
善
意
原
則
(
UTNO
ST
G
O
O
D
FA
ITH
)
，
賠
償
原
則
(
ZN
D
EM
N
ITY
)
及
代
位
原
則
(
SUBRO
G
ATIO
N
)
等
。
僱
主
责
任
法
例
乃
疏
忽
法
之
一
支
。
此
法
例
规
定
僱
主
负
责
賠
償
因
其
疏
忽
而
導
致
僱
員
受
傷
或
疾
病
所
產
生
之
損
失
。
故
受
傷
僱
員
欲
獲
得
賠
償
，
必
須
證
明
該
受
傷
事
件
係
由
僱
主
疏
忽
所
致
，
因
此
訴
訟
叢
生
。
初
期
之
僱
主
責
任
法
例
，
對
僱
員
極
為
不
利
，
因
此
僱
員
在
獲
得
賠
償
方
面
極
為
困
難
。
其
後
，
因
疏
忽
法
例
涉
及
允
長
及
繁
瑣
之
法
律
程
序
，
費
時
失
事
，
今
工
人
縱
獲
勝
訴
亦
所
得
無
幾
，
且
亦
不
足
以
應
付
急
劇
7增
加
之
工
業
意
外
。
故
在
一
八
九
七
年
，
首
項
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
在
英
國
獲
得
通
過
，
繼
而
在
一
九
○
二
年
，
美
國
馬
利
蘭
州
亦
通
過
同
樣
性
質
之
法
例
。
至
一
九
二
○
年
，
英
國
、
美
國
各
州
以
及
德
國
均
有
相
當
完
備
之
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
，
規
定
僱
主
必
須
賠
償
工
人
一
切
由
工
業
意
外
所
引
致
之
損
失
。
如
受
傷
、
死
亡
及
疾
病
等
。
凡
工
人
困
工
受
傷
，
僱
主
必
須
依
照
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
予
以
賠
償
，
不
必
追
究
何
人
疏
忽
所
致
。
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
之
精
神
，
乃
基
於
工
業
意
外
，
此
為
高
度
工
業
化
社
會
之
必
然
產
物
。
整
個
社
會
既
享
受
工
業
化
之
成
果
。
自
當
承
担
工
人
因
工
受
傷
而
致
之
損
失
。
換
言
之
，
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
8視
工
人
因
工
受
傷
而
致
之
損
失
為
生
產
成
本
一
部
分
，
僱
主
須
負
法
律
責
任
賠
償
此
等
損
失
，
即
使
僱
主
並
無
疏
忽
之
責
。
僱
主
必
須
以
完
備
之
保
險
制
度
確
保
賠
償
金
額
，
自
我
保
險
或
購
買
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
均
可
。
香
港
之
勞
工
賠
償
，
由
香
港
法
律
第
二
八
二
章
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
規
定
。
此
法
例
於
一
九
五
三
年
訂
定
，
後
屢
經
修
改
；
據
一
九
七
四
年
之
修
訂
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
規
定
，
僱
主
對
於
每
月
收
入
不
超
過
二
千
元
之
勞
工
因
工
受
傷
或
因
工
引
致
疾
病
所
引
致
之
收
入
停
止
或
減
少
，
無
論
屬
於
暫
時
性
或
永
久
性
，
均
須
負
責
賠
償
。
惟
散
工
、
外
出
工
作
者
、
僱
主
之
家
庭
成
員
、
以
及
武
裝
部
隊
則
不
9包
括
在
內
。
賠
償
金
額
視
所
受
傷
程
度
而
定
，
該
法
例
對
此
有
詳
細
規
定
。
最
高
賠
償
金
額
為
八
萬
元
，
屬
於
永
久
性
全
部
或
部
分
殘
癈
之
賠
償
金
額
。
第
三
章
　
　
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
之
經
營
方
式
香
港
之
勞
工
賠
償
制
度
由
政
府
之
勞
工
署
勞
工
賠
償
組
負
責
監
管
施
行
。
任
何
工
業
意
外
必
須
於
七
日
內
由
僱
主
以
書
面
報
告
勞
工
署
有
關
官
員
；
如
有
死
亡
發
生
，
僱
主
必
須
於
廿
四
小
時
內
呈
報
勞
工
署
及
警
察
局
。
傷
者
經
醫
生
檢
驗
後
，
可
按
照
勞
工
賠
10
償
法
例
之
規
定
獲
得
賠
償
。
如
該
意
外
發
生
後
之
廿
一
天
雙
方
(
僱
主
與
受
傷
工
人
)
未
能
達
成
協
議
，
則
受
傷
工
人
可
申
請
法
律
援
助
起
訴
僱
主
，
追
討
應
得
之
賠
償
金
額
。
購
買
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
之
方
式
，
最
受
僱
主
歡
迎
。
此
種
保
險
由
香
港
意
外
保
险
联
合
统
一
辩
理
,
所
有
投
保
险
范
围
,
订
定
保
险
率
、
以
及
各
種
附
則
，
均
由
此
聯
會
控
制
。
該
會
經
常
視
客
觀
情
況
需
要
，
對
各
細
則
加
以
調
整
增
刪
。
惟
一
切
措
施
及
步
驟
，
均
須
以
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
為
依
據
。
香
港
勞
工
人
數
達
六
十
餘
萬
(
一
九
七
三
年
十
二
月
勞
工
署
統
計
)
，
乃
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
一
大
市
場
。
一
九
七
四
年
本
港
共
有
11
二
百
五
十
四
間
中
外
保
險
公
司
註
冊
，
其
中
超
過
一
百
間
經
營
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
，
競
爭
非
常
劇
烈
。
規
模
畧
遜
之
公
司
以
較
高
之
佣
金
及
回
佣
爭
取
客
戶
，
跨
國
公
司
則
以
良
好
信
譽
及
服
務
態
度
與
之
抗
衡
。
此
等
保
險
公
司
，
均
採
用
保
險
代
理
人
或
保
險
經
紀
人
之
制
度
。
惟
香
港
並
無
專
責
機
構
(
如
保
險
局
之
類
)
以
訓
練
及
評
定
彼
等
之
專
業
資
格
，
故
本
港
之
保
險
代
理
人
或
經
紀
人
無
論
在
專
業
知
識
或
服
務
態
度
方
面
，
均
實
英
、
美
之
專
業
保
險
代
理
人
遜
色
。
12
第
四
章
　
　
僱
主
對
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
之
態
度
本
論
文
對
此
問
題
之
探
究
分
為
兩
部
分
，
一
為
私
人
訪
問
方
式
，
訪
問
與
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
有
關
之
人
士
；
一
為
問
卷
方
式
，
郵
寄
問
卷
予
各
製
造
廠
之
東
主
或
管
理
人
員
，
獲
取
所
需
資
料
。
在
私
人
訪
問
中
，
包
括
一
中
型
塑
膠
廠
之
東
主
，
一
跨
國
製
造
公
司
之
人
事
部
經
理
，
保
險
公
司
之
意
外
部
經
理
，
以
之
製
衣
業
工
人
。
一
般
說
來
，
被
訪
問
之
僱
主
及
工
人
均
對
目
前
勞
工
賠
償
制
度
感
到
相
當
滿
意
，
尤
以
士
人
自
公
司
為
彼
等
購
買
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
後
，
工
作
更
感
安
全
。
塑
膠
廠
東
主
及
人
事
部
經
理
均
對
13
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
感
到
滿
意
，
惟
彼
等
於
選
擇
所
投
保
三
保
險
公
司
時
，
意
見
並
不
一
致
。
前
者
以
所
獲
之
回
佣
多
寡
為
標
準
，
後
者
則
以
保
險
公
司
之
信
譽
及
服
務
為
依
歸
，
寄
出
問
卷
凡
二
百
份
，
寄
回
四
十
九
份
，
其
中
三
十
八
份
分
供
研
究
分
析
之
用
。
購
買
保
險
者
佔
二
十
九
份
，
即
全
數
百
分
之
三
十
四
。
問
卷
直
接
寄
至
各
行
業
(
包
括
製
衣
、
紡
織
、
電
子
、
塑
膠
、
機
器
製
造
等
)
之
東
主
或
管
理
人
員
，
目
的
在
探
討
購
買
者
與
非
購
買
者
對
此
種
保
險
之
態
度
，
以
及
何
種
因
素
影
響
至
購
買
決
定
。
就
購
買
者
與
非
購
買
者
之
態
度
而
言
，
最
顯
著
之
區
別
如
下
14
：
㈠
購
買
者
對
保
險
業
持
溫
和
態
度
，
認
為
至
信
譽
不
遏
不
失
。
非
購
買
者
則
認
為
保
險
業
之
信
譽
不
佳
。
㈡
購
買
者
較
注
重
損
失
與
賠
償
觀
念
。
非
購
買
者
對
此
甚
注
意
。
㈢
購
買
者
較
注
重
法
律
責
任
而
輕
視
價
格
。
非
購
買
者
則
輕
視
法
律
責
任
而
注
重
價
格
。
下
列
各
項
因
素
，
依
其
影
响
購
買
決
定
之
重
要
性
依
次
排
列
：
㈠
容
易
獲
得
賠
償
之
程
度
；
15
㈡
保
險
公
司
之
信
譽
；
㈢
保
險
公
司
所
提
供
之
服
務
；
㈣
對
損
失
之
賠
償
能
力
；
㈤
減
輕
法
律
責
任
之
功
能
；
㈥
保
險
單
所
具
保
之
範
圍
；
㈦
減
除
焦
慮
之
功
能
；
㈧
保
險
率
之
高
低
；
㈨
回
佣
之
多
寡
；
㈩
推
銷
員
之
影
响
力
。
16
第
五
章
　
　
結
諸
現
行
之
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
及
其
制
度
尚
稱
差
强
人
意
，
惟
以
下
各
點
仍
有
待
改
進
。
㈠
勞
工
賠
償
法
例
應
包
括
月
入
超
過
二
千
元
之
技
術
人
員
及
第
一
線
之
生
產
管
理
人
員
，
彼
等
同
樣
面
臨
一
定
之
工
業
意
外
危
險
。
　
㈡
賠
償
金
額
應
視
受
傷
工
人
在
家
庭
之
地
位
予
以
調
整
，
如
為
家
庭
之
唯
一
收
入
支
持
者
，
則
賠
償
金
額
應
酌
增
加
。
　
㈣
勞
工
賠
償
保
險
應
強
进
性
執
行
，
因
為
數
甚
多
之
小
廠
為
節
有
開
支
，
不
為
其
工
人
購
買
此
種
保
險
，
故
彼
等
不
獲
保
障
17
。
㈣
工
業
安
全
計
劃
必
須
予
以
切
實
執
行
。
㈤
政
府
應
對
保
險
公
司
及
至
代
理
人
嚴
加
管
制
，
注
意
保
險
公
司
之
商
業
道
德
，
及
提
高
代
理
人
之
專
業
水
準
。
㈥
對
保
險
公
司
而
言
，
提
高
服
務
水
準
應
屬
當
前
急
務
。
前
述
之
容
易
獲
得
賠
償
，
保
險
公
司
之
信
譽
、
以
及
至
提
供
之
服
務
，
為
最
能
吸
引
購
買
者
之
因
素
；
故
保
險
公
司
欲
增
加
至
營
業
類
，
必
須
對
經
加
以
注
意
。


